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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents some investigations into a variety of 
paramagnetio system3. Electron paramagnetio resonance is often used to 
investigate the behaviour of paramagnetio ions present as substitutional 
impurities in diamagnetic host orystals. Measurements have been oarried 
out at liquid helium temperatures on single crystals of alucinium 
acetylacetonate doped to ~; with ruthenium3+ ions. The speotrum at nitrogen 
temperatures has been reported by Jarrett (1957) who found two ruthenium 
sites. The behaviour of each site can be desoribed by 
H &l = §...a:.!! 
Jarrett found Sz = 2.82, SX = 1.28, o 0 S = 1.74 at 77 K. At 4.2 K we find y 
~~at six strong resonances are observed whioh correspond to six ruthenium 
sites, equivalent in pairs along the orystallographio [b) direction and in 
tbe (b) plane. The g values of these equivalent pairs ere 
gz ~ By 
2.60 0.75 1.83 
2.55 0.96 1.91 
2.56 1.00 1.905 
error ~O.O1 ~0.015 ~0.01 
This behaviour is interpreted in terms of a phase change in the orystal, 
ocourring between nitrogen and helium temperatures. At certain orientations 
hyperfina splittings were observed. No detailed investigation of this was 
possible but the hyperfine interaction appeared to be isotrcpio with 
IAI ~ 15 x 10-4 om-i. 
We also report spin-lattice relaxation studies on substitutional 
copper ions in single orystals of calcium cadmium acetate hexahydrate. The 
relaxation was found to depend exponentially on temperature, namely 
T1 = A exp (15/T) 
The usual processes giving rise to such behaviour are discounted as being 
not applicable. Because the atomio weight of copper is approxi~ate1y half 
that of cadmium, which it replaces, we believe that the copper ion is aoting 
as a mass defect in the lattice. In this case we are able to explain the 
form of the relaxation bche.viour and account, in part, for the different 
values of T1 measured at each h~erfine component. Relaxation studies on 
the undoped caloium copper acatate hoxahydrate suggest that a phonon 
bottleneck is present. This may possibly offer further evidence for our 
interpretation of the relaxation processes occurring at low copper concentrations 
We have also investigated a series of dimeric oomp1exes in which 
paramagnetic pairs form a natural part of the crystal structure. After 
~~successfu1 attempts to obtain useful cr.ystals containing cobalt dimers 
attention was turned to aome dimerio complexes of the form Cs,l~Cl9' where 
l! = Cr, V; or Ti. The early crystal growths containing chromium dimers 
contained several impurity speotra which are described and discussed in the 
thesis. One such spectrum, which was only observable at very low temperatures 
« ,OK), was attributed to a !Single spin ,/2 chromium iOll. Its behaviour 
could be described by an axial spin Hamiltonian of the form 
H = g IlH S + e Ill{ S + D[s2 - ';S(S + 1 >] s z~ z z x~x x z 
-1 
where gz = 1.981, 5x = 1.988, IDI = 0.097 cm • 
In addition a broad resonance was seen at high temperatures which was no 
longer found at 4.2oK. At 4.2oK a spin 1 system was present. 
By modifying the crystal growth it ~~s possible to produce crystals 
shOwing only the spin 1 system at helium temperatures. An axial spin 
Hamiltonian was sufficient to describe the aneular variation of this speotrum 
at 4.2oK with 
g = 1.974 z ~ = 2.001 
-1 D = +0.185 em 
This spectrum is hald to arise from a pair sta'~e formed by exchllngo' 
interactions between the two chromium ions in each dimer. The intenSity of 
• 
... 
the spectrum was measured as a function of temperature and, assuming an 
isotropio exohange interaotion between the ohromium ions of the form 
J(.2..t .2.2 ), we tind 
. J = 17 :I: 1 oK 
o Large changes in the speotrum were observed. Below 8 K the magnitude of 
the D term was very temperature dependent Whereas, at higher temperatures, 
the spin 1 resonances merged into one line. The linewidth of this single 
resonanoe was markedly temperature dependent. We have been able to describe 
the behaviour of the single resonance by considering exchange interactions 
between neighbouring dimers. We find exohange interaotions of -0.65 om-1 
are sufficient to predict the observed behaviour of the linewidth. We have 
also measured the angular dependence of the linewidth at room temperature, 
at both X and Q band, and are able to account for the anisotropy which 
differs at each frequency. 
Investigations into Cs,V2C19 did not show paramagnetio behaviour, 
Which is explained by the expected magnitude of the zero field splittings. 
Cs,Ti2C19 showed a broad high field resonanoe below 60
0K which underwent 
large intensit,y changes. This is tentatively attributed to a spin 1 pair 
-1 
state with a zero field splitting of 4.75 cm • The exohange enerey probably 
lies in the range 150 - 250oK. 
A series of crystals were investigated which it was hoped would 
contain the same anion as tile cesium salts. In these crystals the cations 
were alkylammonium groups which reduce exchange interactions between dimers 
by increaSing their spatial separation. Chromium dlmers with a tetraethyl-
ammonium cation showed four resonances oharacteristio of a spin 2 centre 
l~hich could. be described by the spin Hamiltonian 
with 
. 2 
H s = gz~HzSz + ~~HxSx + D Sz - sS(S +<1) 
g = 1.984 z ~ I: 1.980 IDI = 0.04.34 om-
1 
This sprectrum was attributed to a spin'2 pair state and, assluning isotropio 
excha.nga within each dlmer, tho exchange parameter was measured as 
J = 20 t 20K 
This value for J 1s close to that measured in Cs3Cr2C19 but D2 1s only 
about half the value we might expect to find in the cesium salt from a 
knowledge of the crystal struoture. Transitions within the spin 1 and 3 
manifolds are held to be broadened beyond resolution. Preliminary 
measurements were made on ohromium dimers with a tetra~ropylammonium cation 
whioh gave similar results. 
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1 
INTRODUCTION' 
.. 
Electron paramagnetio resonanoe (e.p.r.) forms a branoh of high 
resolution spectroscopy employing microwave frequencies. It differs from 
simple spectroscopy in that the system under investigation is 'tuned', by 
the application of a magnetio fiald, to resonate at the deteoting frequency 
as opposed to the more usual method of tuning the detecting system. This 
restricts the a.p.r. technique to systems that ~~ve energy levels which are 
able to respond to applied magnetio fields. Paramagnetio systems contain 
unpaired eleotrons with non-zero angular momentum and oonsequently they 
posses~ a magnetio moment. It is the interaction between the electronio 
magnetic moment and the applied magnetio field whioh allows the energy levels 
of paramagnets to be tuned to the resonance condition. 
Since the eleotronio energy levels are also determined by the 
symmetr,y and strength of the surrounding orystal field, e.p.r. oan tell much 
about the looal atomic environment. Inforcation can also be obtained about 
interaotions between a paramagnetio ion and its neighbours. Quantum meohanioal 
exohange interaotions beoome important when the interaotions between ions 
which are close to each other are oonsidered. Such exchange interactionJ may 
considerably modify the observed spectrum. Aspeots of this are found in 
Chapter VI "'hich reports investigations into a series of dimerio complexes. 
Vfuen two enereY levels are at resonance tho microwave field perturbs 
the spin populations from their equilibrium values. Mechanisms exht to 
bring the spins back to internal thermal equilibrium and to equilibrium with 
the remainder of the crystal. Such relaxation meohanisms are considered 'in 
Cha~ter II while Chapter V is a studT of the spin-lattice relaxation behaviour 
of a substitutional oopper ion. 
Chapter I reviews the basic theory of e.p.r. while Chapter III 
discusses the experimental ~pparatus and the teohniques employed in obtaining 
the results of this thesis. Chapter IV is an investig~tion into some 
substitutional ruth6nium sites. 
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'rJ{E THEORY OF EJ)';CTRON PARAMAGl\TETIC RRSONANCE 
1.1 £!,tantum Meohanioal Desoription of Re:.onanoe 
V~en an atomio eleotron bas a resultant eleotronio angular 
momentum l, arising either from pure spin or from an admixture of spin and 
orbital moaentum, it will.have an associated magnetio moment ~ , 
(1.1 ) 
where 'Y 18 the gyromagnetio ratio, a oons tant for any particular energy state. 
The interaotion between an applied magnetio field li and the eleotron 1s 
(1.2 ) 
~ being quant1sed 1n the applied field. Defining a dim9nsionles, angular 
momentum operator ~ by ~ = ~~ we find 52 takes 2S+1 integer or half integer 
eigenvalues 5,(S-1),(5-2), •••••• ,-5. Any component ot' ~ such as ~ commutes 
2 
with 5 and has simultaneous eigenvalues with it. With an applied field of 
magnitude Ho applied in the z direotion the Hamiltonian 1s 
(1.3 ) 
with eigenvalues oorresponding to allowed eleotronio energies of 
where Ms = 5,(5-1), •••••• ,-5. 
Transitions will be induoed between such energy levels by a 
perturbing interaction when the perturbation operator has non-zero matrix 
elements between different states. To oonserve energy for a direct transition 
of energy A E a time dependant interaotion of angular frequency w i8 required. 
where 
1\w • AE (1.5 ) 
TheSG oonditions are met by an 0301llatOry magnetio field Hx 003 wt,!. 
- ,} -
applied perpendicularly to H , than 
o 
H t • 'Y 11. H cos w t ~ per x - .... ( 1.6) 
The only non-zero matrix elements of S are between states with ~ M • ~1. 
~ " 
The allowed transitions given by this seleotion rule hAve enorgies 
~ 1s the Bohr magneton and g the speotrosoopio splitting faotor. Effeotive~ 
g ~epresent8 the total angular momentum of the state. 
The paramagnetio resonanoe teohnique 1s to induce transitions among 
the 23+1 energy levels. At thermal equilibrium the energy level populations 
are determined by the Boltzmann distribution funotion, 
(1.8) 
For a two level system, with E2 > E1, the population differenoe 1s 
hv «kT (1.9) 
Then, at microwave frequencies (-1010hZhwhere the probability of quantum 
absorption equals that for stimulated emission, a net absorption ot energy. 
from the r.f. tield oocurs beoause of the population 1mbalanoe. Suoh a 
magnetio system would soon beoome saturated wsre it not for the spin-lattioe 
relaxation meohanisms disoussed in Chapter II. 
1.2 Crystal Field Theor,r 
We now consider how the ground state energies ot paramagnetio oentreo 
are derived. When a paramagnetio ion 1s ultroduoed into a or,ystal lattioe its 
magnetio properties are modified. The theoretioal treatment of this, whioh 
has been reviewed elsewhere (e.g. Orton, 1968), 1s outlined below. 
The first two terms of the freG ion Hamiltonian are, 
H a ~[S:.2 _ ~2] + ~ :,2 (1.10) 
L.J 2m r i L.J riJ i . i > j
- 4 -
for en N eleotron ion. The fir3t term repre8ent~ the eleotron kinetio energio~ 
plus the ooulomb interaotion of the eleotrons with the stationar,y nuoleus 
while the seoond expresses the inter-eleotron ooulomb repulsions. The enorgy 
of these terms is ,... 105 om -1 • 
The wave equation associated. with this Hamiltonian can only be 
solved. approximately. The first term is just the suo of N hydrogen atom type 
problems whioh can be solved. The w8vefunction of an electron in a spherical 
field. differs only from a hydrogen wavefunction in its radial part, thu5 
allowing the usual separation of variables. By requiring eaoh eleotron to 
move independ.ently in a spherically symmetrio net pot3ntial VCr), taken as the 
electron-nuolear ooulomb potential modified by a spherically symmetrio 
potential dua to the average effeot of the repulsive coulomb forces with the 
other eleotrons, the problea is still theoretically solvable. The Schroedinger 
equation beoomes 
Sinoe we now have non-interaoting eleotrons, ~T may be written as the produot 
of one eleotron wavefunotions giving 11 one partiole Schroed.ineer equations 
suoh as 
Solutions are found by the Self Consistent Field method wherein initial 
estimates for ~i and Vi are substituted into the Schroedinger equations 
whioh are than solved. numerically to give ne" forms of the ~ i. The new ~ i 
are used to determine new Vi and the prooess repeated until a self oonsistent 
solution 1s found. By filling these final eigenstates in such a way as to 
minimise the total energy with due regard to the exolusion prinoiple it is 
possible to describe the ion's ground. state. By speoifying n and 1 values 
for each eigenstate the oonfiguration is desoribed. 
The next step is to caloulate the eigenstates or }1 between 
oonfigurational states. Since the oper3tors L (c 2:li) and. S (= 2:si) commute 
- 5 -
with H they have simultaneou3 eigenvalues with it. Consequently, by choosing 
linear oombinations of on9 electron wavefunctions which are already angular 
momentum eigenfunctions as basis functions. th9 direot dlagonalis~tion of the 
matrix is simplified. This treatment splits the oonfiguration into terms, 
specified by the quantum numbers L, S, ML, MS. Hund's rules are then applied 
to obtain the ground term (that with maximum L consistent with maximum S). 
A free ion treatment next considers the magnetic coupling between 
2 -1 the spin and orbital angular momenta, t~ically -10 cm ,as a perturbation. 
However, the potential due to the statio crystalline electric field Vo must be 
inoluded in the calculations. The point of inolusion of Vo as a perturbation 
will depend on its magnitude relative to the terms in the free ion Hamiltonian. 
Three cases are generally recognised. The weak crystal field approximation 
oocurs when V is less than the spin-orbit interaotion while tho strong crystal 
o 
field approximation has V greater than the inter-eleotron coulomb repulsion 
o 
term. Usually, for the third transition grouP. the m9dium field case holds 
where Vo is applied as a perturbation before spin-orbit coupling. 
In crystal field theory the influenoe of neighbouring ions is 
assumed to ooour entirely through the eleotrio field they produce at the 
magnetio ion site while aoting as point charges. Vo then satisfies Laplaoe's 
equation the solutions to which are generalised Legendre polynomials 
(1.13) 
m 
where Y
n 
are the normalised harmonios 
In order to evaluate V the free 10n eleotron wavefunotions are written as a 
o 
sum of the same harmonica Ynm( (J , 4> ). Symmetry restrictions reduce V to two 
o 
terms for d eleotrons. Matrix elements are evaluated by the Operator 
Equivalents method of Stevens (1952). the diagonallsed matrix giving the 
'levels' produced by the cr,ystal field. Usually the crystal fiold leaves an 
- 6 -
orbitally nOl'l-deGenerate ground state but, even it a field 01' high symmetry lett 
orbital degeneracy, a theorem due to Jahn and Teller predicts a spontaneous 
local distortion to remove the degeneracy. 
The remaining terms to be applied as perturbations to the orbital 
singlet ground 3 tate 11> are the s pin-orbi t ooupling >..!!.~ and a Zeeman term 
P~.(1 + 2.§.) of energy ..... 1cm-i • Abragam and Price (1951) develored a treatment 
for this perturbation step that allows experimental results to be fresented in 
a tew parameters. Quenching 01' the orbital magnetio moment follows since in 
a singlet orbital state the expectation value 01' the orbital magnetic moment 
1s zero. This causes the stronger spin-orbit coupling to vanish in tirst 
order allOwing the two remaining terms to be applied together. The energy 
shitt to second order 1s 
Writing ~. ~~i and! = ~ ~ gives 
Ea 2~!i.~-'2J(A~ + P~)(A!.j + pl!j)<1I~ln><nl!j\1> 
(En - E1) 
II: 2~!i.~ - L .diJ(~2~!!J + 2PX!ii'!J + X2~!.j) 
where ..d. ij = 2J<111iln><n\!jli> ... 
(En - E1 ) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
The term in ~ 2l!i!!J represents temperature independent paramagnetism and is 
ignored as it shitts all levels equally. 
which can be written in tensor notation as 
(1.16) 
."here £ and l2. are real symmetrio second rank tensors. A tiotl tious spln 
- 7 -
appropriate to the observed transitions allows a speotrum to be de30ribed by 
this spin Hamiltonian. The fiotitious spin is not neoessarily equal to the 
truo spin of the ion. 
Interaotions with nuolear spins introduce further terms of enerfY 
,.., 10-2cm-1 • The Dlasnetio interaotion between eleotrons and nuclei has two 
oontributions, a dipolar term and a Fermi contact interaotion. A term A!.~ 
1s introduced into the spin Hamiltonian to account for this where I is the 
nuclear spin. The 21 + 1 quantisation states of I in a magnetic field split 
each eleotronio tine struoture transition into 21 + 1 hyperfine oomponents. 
1 .3 Covalenoy 
The ionio model alone is often insuffioient to explain experimental 
resul ts. It may be necessary to inolude covalenoy effects bet'f/een the 
magnetio ion and its ligands. This problem is treated by the configuration 
interaotion method or the molecular orbital method. The configuration 
interaction method adds to the orieinal ionic configuration an admixture ot 
a configuration in whioh an electron has been transferred trom the metal ion 
to the ligand. The molecular orbital method takes for the wavefunction ot 
each electron a linear combination of the atomio orbitals belonging to the 
magnetic ion and its neighbours. These processes are reviewed by Owen and 
Thornley (1966). 
V~en paramagnetio ions ocoupy sites suffioiently close together for 
direct or indirect orbital overlap to occur spin-spin interactions modify the 
ground state. Direct orbital overlap between adjacent paramagnetic ions 
introduces problems ot indistinguishability. Heisenberg showed that a coulomb 
interaction between such eleotrcns leads to an exchange effect whioh oouples 
their spins. This ferromagnetio exchange ooupling can be represented by 
the term 
Hex a J ~.~ (1.17) 
, , 
'there J is the exohange integral and takes a negatIve value for ferronlllgnetism. 
A SUPEREXCHANGE MECHANISM IN MNO 
-d3z2_ r 2 Pz 
f\~1 x 
FIGURE 1.1 
d 2 2 3z -r 
M2 
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Higher order oxchange term! also exist, _j(~.~j)2 ete., where typically 
j/J .... 1%. 
Exohange interactions may also exist between paramagnetic ions 
separated by a diamagnetio ion. 
transfer between all three ions. 
Such superexehange mechanis~ involve spin 
A classic case is the Mn2+ _ 02- _ ~b2+ 
structure of 1mO. The configuration interaction approach adds to this a 
+ 2- 3+ 
small admixture of the excited configuration Mn - 0 - ~m • The molecular 
orbital approach to this problem illustrates the physics of oovalenoy. 
Consider the (1 bonding process shown in figure 1.1. Small admixtures of 
2-the 2Pa orbit on the 0 ion give antibonding and bonding magnetic orbits,. 
(1.18) 
where A and a are small admixture coefficients and NA and Ma' are normalising 
constants close to unity. The one electron FAmiltonian h,with terms in 
kinetio energy and the .interactions with tho metal and ligand nuclei and 
electrons,has a matrix element between p and d, < p\h\d > = adp • To second 
order this gives an energy shift between 1> A and <I> a of 
AE = E( <I> A) - E( 1>B) = B2(Ed - Ep) (1.19) 
where Ed and Ep are the energies of d and p respectively. Since there are 
two electrons in 4> B there is a net energy stabilisation of A E. It is 
asaumed that the two bonding electrons are paired giving no paramagnetio 
contributions so the distribution of unpaired spin is described by <J> A. This 
2 gives a fraotion f- A of unpaired spin in the ligand p orbit. The fraotion 
of unpaired spin on the metal ion is then (1 - f) which means a fractional 
reduction k of approximately (1 - r) in the total orbital moment of the metsl 
ion. Experimental aspects of this vall be encountered later. 
To retttrn to the example of LmO the magnetio molecular orbitals 
oan be written ns, 
(1.20) 
- 9 -
~here the normalising oonstants are taken as unity. Using the notation 
(Mn(1), Mn(2» the two unpaired eleotrons oan be arranged as 
The last arraneement gives the exoited state (~+ - 02- - Mn3+) of energy U, 
the spins being antiparallel by Pauli's principle. The one electron 
Hamiltonian mixes this exoited stat~ into the antiparallel spins ground state 
depressing it relative to the parallel spins groun(l state' by 4b2/U where 
b = < 'It 11 h 1'1' 2>. This is equivalent to an antiferromagnetio interaotion 
between the two spins ot 
(1.21 ) 
In-1:arms of the total spins the interaction is written 
(1.22 ) 
J is positive when representing an antiterromagnetio interaotion. 
Thus both ferromagnetio and antiferromagnetio interactions can be 
represented by a torm of the form J ~1.~2. If this term is much greater than 
any others in the spin Hamiltonian it forms states of total spin S (= S1 + S2' 
S1 + S2 - 1, •••••• ~.t 0 ) with energies following a Land$ interval rule. Tho 
2S + 1 8ubstates of eeoh total spin state are split by the remaining terms 
in }1 • When spin-orbit ooupling 1s included the local symmetr,y imposed on the 
" 
orbital angular momentum by the crystal field is transmitted to the spin giving 
rise to anisotropio exohange interactions. The anisotropy 18 represented by 
additional DE and EE terms in the spin Hamiltonian ~here DE is ot order 
(8 - 2)2.J. The magnetio dipole-dipole .interaotion contributes a further term 
Dd == _(82 P 2/r;J). The total spin Hamiltonian tor an exohange coupled pair 
ot ions i and j is then 
where Hi is the spin Hamiltonian for the ith single ion. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
PARAMAGT'-."ETIC RELAXATION ~fr:CHANISMS 
In this Chapter various relaxation mechanisms are considered. They 
can be divided into three groups; spin-spin, spin-lattice and concentration 
dependant processes. They are taken in that order. 
2.1 Spin-Spin Relaxation 
In a cr,ystal the many mutual interaotions between paramagnetio ion5, 
including exchange and dipole-dipole interaotions, can broaden the Zeeman 
levels and give the spin syst~m an internal energy. For spins with the same 
resonant frequency the precessin~ components of one magnetic dipole will set 
up an osoillatory field at another with just the right frequency to induce 
magnetio resonance transitions and vice versa. This causes a finite spin 
lifetime in a given quantum state which can be represented by a spin-spin 
relaxation time T2• When dlsturbed,the spins re-establish internal thel~l 
equilibrium in a time of order T2• 
Mutual spin flips ocourring in an overlap region between two 
homogeneously broadened lines provide a meohanism whereby spins resonant with 
the microwave field can rapidly transfer absorbed energy to non-resonant spins. 
In orystals containing two different speoies of ions,or with ions of spin> i, 
the energy differences between pairs of Zeeman levels may be apprOXimately 
equal or harmonically related. Co-operative processes can then occur involving 
simultaneous transitions almost conserving Zeeman energy, the imbalance being 
supplied from the internal energy of the spin system. Suoh cross relaxation 
prooesses were proposed by Bloembergen et al.(1959) and have bee~ identified 
experimentally (e.g. Mims and McGee 1960). 
Small spin-spin interaotions will induce Zeeman transitions but 
under e.p.r. condition3 this prooess 1s too weak to be of importance. It is 
neoessary to consider interaotions between the spin system and the lattice to 
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provide stronger relaxation mochanism3 for relaxing Zeeman anergies. 
2.2 Spin-La.ttice Rehxat10n 
2.2.1 Rate Equations 
Transition probabilities are derived from theoretieal considerations 
and then related to experimental relaxation times by rate equations. If ni 1s 
the population of state Ii> and Pij the transition probability from Ii> to 
Ij> then, for the simple case of a two level system, 
(2.1 ) 
(2.2) 
If this tranaition is saturated with a pulse of microwave power at t = 0 
n1 = n2 and the solution 1s 
(2.3) 
T1 is the spin-la~tioe relaxation time. ~a spin system will reg~in its 
thermal equilibrium population distribution in an exponential manner 
oharaoterised by the time constant T1 • More general~ 
which has a general solution 
(2.5) 
k takes a maximum value of 2S for a system of spin S. Only terms with large 
va.l~es of Aki are observed experimol1tally. 
2.2.2 ~yin-lattlo~ relaxation mecn~ni8m 
Lattice vibrations modulate the orystalline eleotrio field aoting 
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on the magnetio ion. This causes modulation of the eleotron's orbital motion 
whioh the spin senses via spin-orbit ooupling. This process was first formally 
developed by Van Vleck (1~+O) and later elaborated by ~~ttuck and Strandberg 
(1960) for iron group l.ons and Orbach (1961) for rare earth group ions. 
A Debye model of the lattice 1s assumed and its Hamiltonian obtained 
by assooiating an harmonic oscillator with eaoh vibrational mode at its 
frequenoy. Nearest neighbours to the paramagnetio ion, together with the ion 
itself, are oonsidered to form a oluster. Vibrations of the oluster are 
represented in normal displaoements of the neighbours whioh can be written a~ 
li~ear combinations of ordinary displacements. The ordinary displacements are 
expressed in terms of the phonon speotrum. 
The crystal field potential at the magnetio ion is expanded in power 
series to seoond order in the normal displaoements. The Hamiltonian for the 
oomplete system of ion and lattioe can be arranged into three groups, terma in 
lattioe co-ordinates only ~L' terms in paramagnetio eleotron co-ordinates 
only H IS and terms in mixed co-ordinates H INT. The group in eleotron 
co-ordinates is preoisely the one giving rise to tho usual spin Hamiltonian. 
Thus 
(2.6) 
~INT is considered to induoe energy conserving quanta exchanges between the 
eleotron and the lattioe,so matriX elements of HINT are required between 
simulta.neous eigenstat~s of H 8 and H L. 
2.2.3 The direot process 
Under the energy oonservation oondition 
the transition probability to first order 18 of the form 
(2.8) 
where H p'is tha t p~rt of H INT in eleotron oo-ordina tos. The trand tion 
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probability show3 a linear dependenoe on temperature which arises from a 
high temperature approximation (1'lw «kT) for the average number of phonons p 
in each mod.e, 
(hw «kT) p (2.9) 
When it is valid to write 1\ w = g P H the transition probability shows a p 
quadratio dependenoe on magnetio field. 
It now becomes necessary to distinguish between Kramer's and 
non-Kramer's ions. Kramer's theorem tells that a system oonta1ning an odd 
number of electrons has at least two fold degeneracy in the absence of an 
external magnetio field. Although the transition probability for a 
non-Kramer's ion is given by equation 2.8,the matrix elements involved for 
a Kramer's ion are zero. To obtain a non-zero transition probability for 
a Kramer's ion the applied magnetic field must mix an excited doublet into 
the ground state doublet and then matrix elements between the mixed states 
are non-zero. This gives a transition probability dependent on the fourth 
power of H. 
2.2.4 The Raman prooes" 
Second order caloulations, using terms of HINT quadratio in'lattioe 
operators or the linear terms taken to second order,give rise to tho Raman 
relaxation process. Raman relaxation ooours by the simultaneous creation 
and destruotion of two phonons whose energy difference equals the spin flip 
energy. Although the matrix elements for this process will be smaller than 
those involved in tho direot process, this is offset by tho faot that all 
phonons up to the Debye cut-off frequenoy oan be involved, since only energy 
differences are important. 
The probability of a transition between states la>and Ib> 
produced by the linear part of }1~~ in second order is, 
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Pab = ~\I",(a,nil H nIT'lt,ni -1) (t,n j l Hnrrlb,nt1) 2 (Pi) (p j ) 
'h L L.J -.6. t + llw i ll.2 
\ • t 
.":) 
where I t>is an intermediate exei ted spin state at an energy .6. t above a 
and (Pi) the density of phonon modes per unit frequenoy inter~al. The sum 
over i and j is restrioted by the energy conservaticn condition that 1l(w i -wJ ) 
equals the spin flip energy. 
For a non-Kramer' s ion 111. th only one level 1 c> close to 1 a> the 
transition probability can be evaluated by approximating the summation over 
i and j to an integration ana evaluating the matrix elements of the lattice 
opera tors. Under the usual condition that keD < Ilo the main contribution to 
the ensuing integral comes from phonons of energy llW{" kT. An approximation 
for the integral then gives 
(2.10a) 
For a Kramer' 3 system a pair of till'le conjugate states are found in place of 
Ic>. The transition probabilit,y is now to be evaluated over both excited states, 
lo>and Id>. It then becomes necessary to consider all of the possible 
transi tions, I a> to I b> as well as 1 b> to I a>, which are accounted for in a 
non-r~amer's derivation merely by doubling the integral. The spin parts of the 
matrix elements are of the form 
(alH INT1c) (cIH Drrlb) + (al H1NTIO) <olH INTlb} 
-Il + hW i -Il - hw J 
+ (alH INTI d) (diH INTI b) + (alH IY\'Tld) (diH INTI b) 
Orbaoh (1961) has shown that,were it not for the differenoes in denominators, 
this would be zero as a oonsequence of the time reversal symmetry of Kramer's 
doublets. As it is, only a partial canoe lla ticn oc curs and, when 10>, 1 d> are 
higher in energy than ke D' one finds 
(2.10b) 
Mixing of states by an applied maenetio field It can sive a rate 0( T7H2. 
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2.2.5 Tho Orbach prooes~ 
Orbach (1961) considered the situation when the first excited level 
10:> has an energy separation from the ground level less than the limiting 
Debye fl'equenoy (h (.JD > ~ 0)' When II 0 = llw p the energy denominator of 2.9 
vanishes and furthermore the integrals used to derive 2.9 diverge. To 
overcome this Orbach allowed the inte~ediate state a finite lifetime. 
However, this process is easiest to consider as a two step direot process with 
each step conserving energy. 
Consider a doublet I a:> and I b:> where ~ - Ea = ~ « kT relaxing 
through 10:> where Eo - ~ .. 6. < k aD then 
• n=Pn-Pn 
. a ca 0 ac a 
This has the solution 
~ - n = A'exp j~l + A"exp l=!l + (n. - na)equilibrium (2.12) 
a l T' ~ Til ~ D 
• 2 1 
(1/T') n) = -l (p b + Pb + P + P t «p b + Pb .. P - P ) + 4P P b)~) c 0 0& ao coca ao ca c 
To obtain the temper&tu~dependenoe of this process the transition 
probabilities for direot tr~lsitions are taken a3 
P = B2P( II + 6 ) ac c P = B2( p( 6. + 6 ) + 1) ca. c 
The temperature dependenoe of the direot process is determined by the matrix 
elements of the lattioe operators whioh make the transition probability 
proportional to the number of phonons available, p, at the frequenoy required 
for the transition. 
Generally 
Taking p( II + a ) = p( 6. ) and substituting 2.1, and 2.14- into 2.12 will give 
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for the long experimentally observable relaxation ti~e, taken arbitrari~ 
aa 1/T", 
When B1 = B2, to a good approximation, 
1 = B exp l~l 
Til kT~ 
(2.16) 
This process haa been well verified experimentally (Scott and Jeffries 1962). 
2.3 The Phonon Bottleneck 
Experimentally spin-bath relaxation times are measured whereas 
calculated spin-lattice relaxation times are strictly spin-phonon relaxation 
times. At low temperatures an energy flow from spins to the lattioe can 
cause the lattioe temperature, for the phonons ooncerned, to exoeed that or 
the bath. The lattioe will then re-establhh thermal equilibrium with the 
bath by new prooesses with their own relaxation times. Under certain 
ciroumstanoes the observed relaxation behaviour or the spin system can be 
dominated by such phonon relaxation times. 
Energy can be transferred to the bath from the phonons responsible 
for relaxation in several ways. The rate determining process may involve the 
transfer of energy in spaoe or frequenoy. The former process, the spatial 
bottleneck, has as a bath the liquid helium surrounding the crystal and gives 
relaxation times dependent on oharacteristio lengths of the crystal. The 
latter process, the spectral bottleneck, for Which phonons with energy of 
order kT form the bath, gives various temperature dependencies. A review of 
phonon bottlenecks is given by Stoneham (1965). 
This oompletes this survey of the relaxation mechanisms of isolated 
paramagnetio ions. The prooesses bere reviewed account suooessfully for 
many experimental results. Howevar, measurements on paramagnetio ions doped 
into dia~~gnetio hosts sometimes give relaxation times which depend on the 
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concentration of paramagnetic ions. Such oonoentration dependent relaxation 
prooesses oannot be interpreted in terms of theories developed for isolated 
iona. 
2J+ Concentration Dependent Relaxation Prooesses 
Several authors have suggested that concentration dependent 
relaxation prooesses oocur by isolated ions cross relaxing to exohange ooupled 
clusters cf ions, (see 'Advances in Quantum Electronics' 1960 and 1961). Such 
clusters are expected to ooour on statistical grounds. The density of olusters 
at low oonoentrations is related to the total paramagnetio ooncentration 0 by 
a simple power law, 0 2 for pairs, 0 3 for triads etc. \Vhen the cross relaxation 
rate is very fast the limiting process is the relaxation rate of the olusters. 
Exohange coupled clusters are expected to relax faster than single 
ions (Harris and Yngvesson 1968) since, 
1) Exchange splittings of the ground state are larger than the 
normal Zeeman. splittings, giving olusters access to a more densely populated 
region of the phonon spectrum. 
2) Exohange interaotions depend ver,y stronely upon the relative 
pOSitions of the ions so modulation of inter-ion distances can oouple spins 
strongly to the lattice. 
3) Ground states which are not pure spin statGs are modified In 
second order by exchange interaotions introduoing small admixtures of exoited 
states. 
2.5 Reported Examples of Relaxation Involving Exchange 
The first experimental oonfirmation ot a relaxation mechanism 
involving exchange interactions was obtained by Gill (1962) working on 
ohromium pairs in ruby. The relaxation of the S • 3, M = 0 to S = 3, v. .-1 
a s 
transition was explicable by a two phonon direct process via an intermediate 
lo~r state. 
If the energy matrix for an exohange coupled fair of ions, each of 
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effeotive spin 3/2, is set up with respp.ot to combinations of the unooupled 
ion wilvefunotions,a D term introd.uoes ofr-diac;onal elements connecting states 
with 6S = t2, 6M
s 
II O. An operator of the form ~1 • .§.2 then has matrix 
elements of order D/J conneoting the same states. If modulation of' J is to 
provide the relaxation meohanism~the probability of its produoing a direct 
transition between Ii) and IJ) is proportional to, 
·The mechanism should now be visualised as a two step prooess via the spin 1 
manifold. Striotly a mixing of the spin states within each manifold is 
I -10_1 required in order to relax the Zeeman energy. By taking dJ dr to be 130m A , 
a value that agrees well with estimates from other sources, Gill was able to 
fit the experimental data. 
The relaxation of the single chromium ions was conoentration 
dependent and was shown to be in order of mac;ni tude agreement with cross 
relaxation to pairs. 
A much more detailed and analytical paper has been presented by 
Harris and Yngvesson (1968). They measured the spin lattioe relaxation of 
nearest neighbour exohange coupled pairs of Ir4+ ions in (rm4)2PtCI6. This 
system has been extensively studied by the Clarendon group. The Ir4+ ion i4 
oot4hedrally oo-ordinated with an e.p.r. ground state ot effective spin i. 
IsotropiO exohange givos the usual singlet and triplet,the latter being split 
in zero field by anisotropio exchange terms. Paramagnetio transitions are 
observed within the triplet. 
The authors oonsider possible relaxation mechanisms involving 
modulation of exchange interactions but none prove correot. For this system 
perturbations of the form J' (.§.1.§.2) give no off-diagonal elements between ~··i 
states. )todulation of the crystal field is treated by taking the normal lIIodea 
of vibration of the pair complex as 8ymmetrio and antisymmetrio combinations 
of the cOITesponding single ion modes. Symmetrio oombinations give rise to 
matrix elements directly between the triplet states causing direot relaxation 
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processes. The antisymm,trio combination3 lead to relaxation between the 
singlet and the triplet and hence to two phonon direct processes. It was 
decided that the latter process was,in the main,responsible for the 
experimental results. 
The relaxation of isolated Ir4+ ions could be expressed as a sum of 
terms due to direct, Raman and concentration dependent prooesses. The 
concentration dependent term was of the form 
1. = constant.02 exp (~) 
T10 kT 
(2.18) 
for ooncentrations of less than 3%. The energy~ was ver.y similar to the 
nearest neighbour exohange energy. Cross relaxation to the pair s~tem 
previously desoribed was discounted since the pairs relaxed too slowly and, 
furthermore, there was no coincidenoe of transitions to allow effective oross 
relaxation. 
A likely form for the cluster appeared to be a nearest neighbour 
triad with tho Hamiltonian 
The Zeeman splittings of the two doublets shovm in figure 2.1 equal that for 
the single ion making oroSlS relaxation between the two systems easy. 
Modulation of the two interactions gives two perturbation terms, one symmetrio 
and one antisymmetrio in §1 and ~k. The antisymmetrio term oouples I a>to 10> 
and I b>to I d>. However, in order to relax the Zeeman energy by exchange 
energy transitions,two phonon d:1.reot prooesses have to be invoked requiril,lS, 
for example, I o>to be coupled to I b>. This will only oocur when states are 
mixed by anisotropio exchange which graatly reduces the efficienoy of this 
process and also leads to the wrong temperature dependence. 
A third possibility is a triad oonsisting ot a nearest neighbour 
pair,one mambar of which has a next nearest neighbour,giving the Hamiltonian 
(2.20) 
Cross relaxation can occur betwoen the doublet ground state and the single ion". 
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The states are similar to pair states but J2(~J.2k) produces a small 
pertur.bation on the energy levels (J2~O.06J1). The anthymmetrio perturbation 
term frOID the exchange Hamiltonian oouples I a) and Ib) to / o>and /d) (figure 
2.1) giving fast relaxation between them. The term in J2 introduoes admixtures 
between tho ground and excited states ooupling 10/ to I c9 and I e) and I b) to 
If) and IS). This allows the second step of the relaxation process but reduces 
it by a factor of i(Jz'J1)2 oompared to the first step. Substituting these 
rate8 into the expression for the Orbaoh prooess (2.15) gave satisfaotory 
agreement with experiment. 
This prompted Harris (1969),in a later paper,to look fer changes in 
the resonance signal from such triads wben the single ion resonance was 
saturated by a pulse at a different frequenoy. This was done by using a 
cavity simultaneously resonant at 9.86 Ghz in the TE111 mode and at 33.1 Ghz 
in the TE104 mode. A suitable crystal orientation allowed a transition 
between the upper triad levels and the s1og1e ion resonance to occur at the 
same field. ~ben pulses of power at 9.86 Ghz were used to saturate the single 
ion resonanoe weak pulses were deteoted at 33.1 Ghz which, at the end of the 
saturating pulse, decayed with a time constant closely equal to that of the 
single ions. 
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CHAPTlt:R II,! 
KiCPElUlfENTAL TECHNIQUES 
, . 
The experimental results reported in this thesis were obtainod 
using a Varian V-4502 spectrometer~ The equipment bas facilities for 
operating at X or Q band with either 100 kHz or audio frequenoy (a.t) 
modulation. The majority of the work was carried out at X band using 
superheterodyne detection and a.f modula tion. Figure:3.1 shows the 
block d~agram of the apparatus desoribed in this chapter. 
3.1 The Spectrometer 
The X band sienal klystron is manually tunable over the range 
9 - 10 GHz and oan be looked to the cavity frequency by means of a 10 kHs 
automatic frequency control system. A microwave bridge system, slightly 
unbalanoed in amplitude, 1s used for detection of absorption signals. 
Klystron pOTter from arm 1 is divided between arms 2 and 3. POTfer passing 
down arm ',can be attenuated and phase shifted before reaohing the 
reflection cavity. Part of the power returning from the oavity is 
detected at the crystal. Power entering arm 2 is refleoted onto the 
deteotor crystal by a slide screw tuner which can be adjusted to ohange 
both the phase and the mean level of the refleoted power. In this way 
the orystal is biased. During resonanoe the sample absorbs microwave 
power oausing the bridge to be further unba1nnoed~ This is deteoted as 
a power changCl at the orys tal. 
To allow a simple oavity to be employed external modulation 
coils ware used to provide a.f. magnetio field modulation. For greater 
effioiency the coils were made part of a series resonant circuit fed by 
a Quad power amplifier. Vfuen detecting at low frequencies flioker noise 
due to the detector orystal 1s a serious sensitivity limitation. To 
overcome this superheterodyne deteotion is employed which involves 
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feeding power from a second klystron (the local osoillAtor) to the crystal 
deteotor. This klystron is tuned to 05c111a te 30 MHz away from the denal ;; 
klystron. The two signals mix at the detector producing an audio 
modulated component at 30 MHz which is amplified before reot1f.ioation 
at a second detector. This means that detection occurs at 30 MHz where 
noise considerations are at a minimum. 
It was oocasionally necessary to measure the miorowave frequency 
of the signal klystron. A signal obtained from a waveguide to ooaxial 
oonverter and mixed in a Hewlett Packard 5257A transfer oscillator allows 
the frequenoy to be found by the zero beats method. 
3.2 The Pulsing Eguipment 
It has been sholm that the amplitude of an absorption signal 
is directly proportional to the instantaneous population difference 
between the two levels oonoerned. To measure relaxation times the 
technique is to saturate the transition by a pulse of resonant miorowave 
power and use oontinuous low power resonant miorowaves to monitor the 
recovery of the transition after the pulse has passed. The signal 
amplitude at the second deteotor due to this low power radiation then 
measures the return of the population to their equilibrium values. 
Saturating power was 'derived from a G.E.C. TWX8 travelling 
wave tube (T.W.T.). A T.W.T. i8 a broad band power amplifier giving, 
in this oase, 30 db gain when on and 60 db when ott. By feeding the 
T.W.T. with a few milliwatts of power from the signal klystron an outpu~ 
of about 1 watt at the same freq11enoy oould be obtained. Pulses of power 
are obtained by switohing the T.W.T. power supply by a pulse generator. 
The puls~ generator was de3igned and built with the ald ot the electronios 
workshop to give pul5e repetition frequenoies continuou!ly variable 
betvreen 1 and 100 per second and variable pulse widths between 20 microseos 
nnd 1.8 m1llisecs. 
In order to analyse relaxation traces on an osoilloscope a double 
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exponential generator was built using pulse charged stable RC networks. 
Its output 1s the sum of two exponential funotions each independently 
variable in amplitude and time oonstant. It was triggered from the pulse 
generator and its output fed to one channel of a dual beam osoilloscope, 
also triggered by the pulse generator. The output from the second deteotor 
was fed to the other ohannel and the generated exponential adjusted to 
ma tah it. T1 oould then be read off. 
3.3 The Magnet 
The statio magnetic field is obtained from a Varian V-3400 9" 
water cooled eleotromagnet which can be rotated through 3600 • For work 
at X band 10 kilogauss oan be obtained with an air gap of 2i".while at 
Q band, with the addition of extra pole pieoes, the maximum field i. 
15.25 kilogauss with an air gap of 1i". The magnet is controlled by a 
'1i8ld1al' magnetio field regulator allowing any value of field to be 
seleoted. This usas an error signal between the field oontrols, which are 
set to the desired field, and a Hall effeot probe on one of the pole faoos, 
to bring them to the same value. 
The oalibration aoouraoy of the field was good at g • 2 but rather 
poorer at high and low fields. The '1ieldial' was therefore oalibrated ovor 
its complete range using a proton resonanoe probe and the results least 
squares fitted to a linear funotion. Then, given any 'Fieldla1' fleld, the . 
true field oan be oaloulated to within 62 gausi. 
3.4 !!1e Cryostat and Cad tz 
A reotangular TE101 oavity was used for experiments at liquid 
helium temperatures. It was made from a length of oopper waveguide whioh 
was sealed at the bottom with a oopper plate and at the top by shims took 
hard soldered into a cut through three of the waveguide walls. A 0.159" 
diameter iris waa drilled through the shimstook. A 10 B.A. p1n,t~eadea 
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through the broad face of the waveguide Just before the iris,adjusted the 
cavity coupling. Experience soon taught the best setting for the coupling 
screw to give gocd coupling at helium temperatures. The cavity was broken 
at the quarter wavelength point to allow samples to be inserted on the 
narrow face. Samples were attached with a low temperaturlt varnhh. If 
required, a thin walled copper oan could be screwed over the oavity to 
exolude even superfluid helium. ).n MD4 stainless steel oryostat manufao·tured 
by Oxford Instruments was used for the experiments. The cavity assembly 
was bolted to a length of stainless steel waveguide which passed to the top 
plate of the cr,yostat. 
3.5 Low Temperature Techniques 
Temperatures between 77°K and about 100K were obtained by 
controlling the rate of flow of liquid helium into the cr.rost~t from the 
storage dewar. Performed with oare this could give good temperature 
stability for a few minutes althougb speoifio temperatures were difficult 
to obtain. 
Temperatures below 4.20K were obtained by pumping on liquid 
helium through a cartesian manostat which allowed the pressure above the 
helium to be kept constant. This allowed the sample to reach temperatures 
o . down to-2.2 K in a controlled manner. Direot pumpinG 011 the helium would 
take the temperature down to -1 .6oK. The pressure was mea5ured on a meroury 
manometer, a stainless steel tube let down into the oryostat being oonneoted 
to one arm,while the other arm was evaouated. 
'remperatures above 4.2oK could be obtain~d by a desorption method. 
The oavity was surrounded by granular aotivated charooal held in a mesh can. 
When the liquid heliulu has boiled away the charooal remains saturated with 
adsorbed gas. Gentle pumping oauses th~ gas to desorb more quickly,theretore 
lowering the temperature of the systelo,as the heat of , desorption used to 
release the moleoules is extraoted from the cavity. By adju~ting the pumping 
speed,to balance rerrige~at1on by desorption and hQat leaks,the temperature 
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can be held constant. This helium desorption method, although satisfactory 
for taking e.p.r. spectra above 4.2oK by locking the klystron to the cavity, 
did not give a suffioiently stable cad ty frequenoy to allow relaxation "! '. 
measurements, which preclude the use of the A.F.C. system. 
In order to extend the temperature range ove~ which relaxation 
measurements oould be taken,a new temperature oontrol system was devised, 
involving the use of an exchange gas. A P.T.F.E. can with a split in its 
wall was made up to surround the cavity. A thin walled stainless steel can, 
about 18" long, fitted over the P.T.l.E. can and was attached to the waveguide 
by flanges. The complete assembly fitted into tho inner tail ot the oryostat. 
The technique was to oollect liquid helium in the cryostat with the stainless 
steel can serving to exolude liquid from direot contact with the cavity. 
Helium gas from a stora~e oylinder was then bled into the waveguide and 
allowed to esoape via a small hole just above the oavity. By adjusting the 
flow ot the helium gas any required temperature could be obtained. Relaxation 
measurements between 4.20K and 11 0K were made by using this teohnique. 
Temperatur~between 4.20K and liquid nitrogen temperatures wero 
measured by using a calibrated Allen Bradley iwatt 100.ohm resistor supplied 
by Cryogenio Calibrations. The resistanoe was measured on a D.C. bridge 
using a Keithley 150 B miorovolt ammeter as a null deteotor. This allowed 
resistanoes to be measured to 0.1% giving an accuracy of O.1 oK at 200 K. The 
reproduoibility of the resistanoe charaoteristios between runs was good. 
Some of the results reported in this thesis were obtained by 
emplOying a flow system. Nitrogen gas is passed through metal coils immersed 
in liquid nitrogen to 0001 it. The cold gas is then passed to a tlow dewar 
mounted in the cavity. The temperature is monitored by a thermocouple 
positioned in the gas stream at the bottom of the flow dewar. The cavity is 
usually flushed with dry nitrogen gas to prevent water oondensing in it. A 
goniometer sorews over the top of the flow dewar allOwing the sample to be 
mounted in the gas flow on a quartz rod. This teChnique gives temperatures 
in the range 770K to about 2000K, depending on the flow rate. 
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CRA P':rER IV 
RUTHENIm.f AC'I\TYLACBTONATE 
4.1 Introduotion 
The first problem to be investigated was the possibility of 
studying the relaxation of pair lines in ruthenium doped alwninium 
acetylacetonate. The 4d5 ruthenium ion is similar to the 5d5 Ir4+ ion whioh 
has proved to form & very good system for the study of pair-type behaviour. 
o 0 Unfortunately, a .. phase chanee occurs in these crystals between 77 K and 4.2 X, 
giving rise to six ruthenium sites, which oonsiderably complicates the pair 
speotra and reduoes the intensity of each pair line. The single ion resonances 
were investigated as a first step in interpreting the pair lines prior to 
possible relaxation studies and to offer an introluctory e.p.r. problem. Good 
single cryata,1s doped with 2% ruthenium were obtained from Dr. D. E. Dugdale 
who had grown them by evaporation from solution in acetone (Dugdale 1967). 
The orystal structure of the acetylacetonates has been determined as 
monoolinio (Astbury 1926, Roof 1956) with alternate stacking of right and 
left handed moleoules. The symmetry axes of the moleoules generally make 
angles of t 31 ° with the b axis, forming two magnetically inequivalent sites, 
but this has not been determinod for ruthenium. The moleoular struoture 
oonsists of three aoetylacetonate groups, CH3 - CO - CR - CO - CH3, 
surrounding the metal ion to form an ootahedron of oxygen a toms. This ohelate 
ilt shown in figure 4.1 
4.2 Cryst~l Field Predictions 
In this oomplex, ruthenium exists in its trivalent state, 4d5• The 
paramasnetic behaviour can be explained qualitatively by the strong orystal 
field approximation. The cubio oomponent of the orystal field is diagonalised 
first, splitting the five orbital d states into a lower triplet, t 2, and an 
Upper doublet, e. Crystal field energy i8 minimised by plaoin~ all of the 45 
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electrons into t2 thus bren.king do\m l1und' IS rules. The large separation 
betwaen t2 and e allows t2 to be oonsidered as a oompleted subshell with ono 
hole. This gives the lowest energy levels as for d t exoept that they are 
inverted. Applying apin-orbit oouplins and the lower symmetry elements of 
Vo produoes three Krameria doublets. Paramagnetio resonanoe is observed from 
the lowest doublet with a highly anisotropio g tensor refleoting the presence 
of rhombic orystal field terms. 
~.3 Preliminaries 
Jarrett (1957) has investigated the e.p.r. speotrum in these 
crystals at liquid nitrogen temperatures. He found two magnetio sites with 
g values of:-
8x = 1.28 t 0.05 g = 1.74 t 0.02 
Y 
He does not report the orientation otthe tensor axes to the orystallographio 
axes. Atempts were made to reproduoe this work but,ouriously,no resonances 
were found at thb tempera tUN. 
On cooling to liquid helium temperature six strong resonances 
were observed. In order to investigate their origin it was necessary to 
ohoose a convenient set ot axes in the crystal to which to refer g value 
measurements. The referenoe axes were taken as the a and b crystallographio 
axes together with the direction perpendioular to both a and b, denoted 0'. 
Angular variations were performed in the a, band 0' planes using DPPH as a 
g marker. Mounting the crystal for the angular variation in the 0' plane 
required the use of a oarefully maohined styoast wedge. 
~~ The Treatment of Results 
~ .1 ... 1 The Theoretical 81 tUB tion 
The results are treat~d by the method ot Zeldes and Llvlng3ton~ 
(1961). For a spin i situation the spin Hamiltonian 1s 
(4-.1 ) 
TM~E2Jt.J. 
2.861 0.196 1.075 
SITE I 0.196 5.373 -2.033 
1.075 -2.033 1.916 
3.565 0.304- 0.437 
SI'l'e II 0.3C4 5.729 -1.922 
0.437 -1.922 1.807 
3.118 0.520 0.904-
SITE III 0.520 5.506 -2.051 
0.904- -2.051 2.553 
TARL'S 4-.2 
Principal g values and direction cosines with respect to a, b and o· • 
g-yalue a. b 0' 
2.60 0.0643 -0.914-6 0.3992 
0.75 0.4220 -0.3376 -0.8414 I 
1.83 ··0.904-3 -0.2225 -0.3643 
2.55 0.0396 0.9265 -0.3743 
0.96 0.1930 -0.37~·7 -0.9069 II 
1.91 -0.9804- -0.0360 ~0.1938 
2.56 0.0109 0.8910 -0..4539 
1. CO 0.4372 ··0.,! ... 136 -0.7986 III 
1.905 -0.8979 -0.1868 -0.3987 
THE ANGULAR V/\RIATION IN THE 450 PLANE 
(ac) . 
60 
[ I );. ----.--( .... .':)-,-.----._ .. _._._...---
.. ---r----.. --_..,---
::'U:JO . 340;] 3800 
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Squaring the resonanoe condition gives 
By writing!! in direotion oosines with respeot to the crysta.llographio axes, 
for example!! = H(l
a
, ~, la) an effective g value g' can be defined where 
( ,)2 _ ( 2 2 (2) . g - la'~' le') (g)aa (g )ab g 80' 
222 (g )ba (g )bb (g )bo' (4.3) 
222 (8 )da (g )ob (g )c'o' 
In the 0' plane, for example, where the direotion oosines are (eos~ ,s1n~,O) 
this can be written ih the form 
Experimentally the g value or each line at a series of angles in this plane 
is found and its square least squares fitted to equation 4~. Repeating 
this in the a and b planes determines the tensor with respeot to a, b.and 0'. 
The problem now reduoes to diagonalising (8,)2. The eigenvalues give the 
squares of the principal g values and tho eigenveotors their orientation 
,'. 
with respect to a, b and:·o'. 
Since it was not possible to follow eaoh line unambiguously from 
one plane to another,beoause of the pair equivalenoe,it was not possible to 
establish the relat1ve aigns or the oross produots Gab and Gb~ of any one 
line with the results so far obtained. To resolve this prob1em1and as a 
rina1 check on the g tensor,a crystal was mounted on a 450 styoast wedge 
and an angular variation performed in the plane inoluding band biseoting 
a and 0'. The f1 t 1n this plane roquired G band G I to take opposite signs. 
a ao 
The angular variation 1n this plane 13 shown 1n figure 4.2. No attempt h~s 
bean made to correot for mia-orientation although this angular variation 1s 
quite sensitive to ohanges in angle. 
i~e tensors found for eaoh pair from fitting tho results to equation 
4.} are shown in table 4.1. Di li 1 th t hi h h G agona s ng a ensors W 0 avo ~b as 
THE G TE!\lSORS OF T~-IE Ru SITES 
b 
SITE I 
2.60 
: (93.7,23.9,113.6) 
I 
I 
I 
0.75_ .V 
: -.,., '--==::::::::; Q 
,1, / :1.83 
(115,70.3,37 (25.3,77.1,65.6) 
c' 
SITE II 
0.96 
I 
I 
I 
(101}68,25) : 
c' 
b 
2.56 
SITE III : (89.Lf, 27,117) 
I 
I 1.00,~_/Y 
:'-"" -===::::::::;--- a 
(115.9,65.6,37) \ / 11.905 
/ (26.1,79.2,66.5) 
c 
FIGUF~E 4.3 
b 2.55 
: (87.7,22.1.112) 
I 
-to; 1.91 Q 
(11.4,87.9) 78.8} 
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positive and Gbo,a3 negative give3 the principal g va~ues and direotion 
cosines of table 4.2. These are shown graphically in figure 4.3. The other 
member of eaoh pair is obtained by rotating the tensor axes through 1800 
about b. 
4.4.2 Errors 
Misorientations ware the major souroe of error in these experiments. 
Tbey arose from actually mounting the crystal in the cavity and from the 
waveguide distorting on oooling. However, it was soon apparent from the 
angular variations that the six ruthenium sites were equivalent in pairs 
along the b axis and in the b plane. Then, by averaging the angular 
variations of each equivalent pair, it was possible to ignore misorientations 
as a first approximation. 
Error3 in prinCipal g values and their direotion c03ines were 
calculated from the formulae given by Sohonland (1959). Taking the error 
of each Gij to be t21~ leads to the following errors from the third tensor 
of table 4.2. 
g valuo -0 0 po yO 
2.56 1; 0.01 89.5 1; 2 27.0 1; 2 117.0 1; 2 
0.995 t 0.015 116.0 : 6 65.5 : , '7.0 : 6 
1.905 ± 0.01 26.0 : 6 79.0 :3 66.5 : 6 
Errors in the other tensors will be similar. 
4.5 Discu3sion of th') Phue Change 
Tae existence of a phase change 1s not unique to ruthenium doped 
into thb partioular complex. Similar behaviour has been reported for 
ruthenium doped into Co(ml')6Cl3 (Griffiths, Owen and Ward, 1953) 'there 
three different types of (RU(~~3)6)3- oomplex were found, each with different 
rhombio di3tortions. As we have seen, ruthenium 13 partioularly aen31tive 
» 
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to rhombio tarIll3. 
MoGarvey (19~) and Singer (1955) have investigated the paramagnetio 
behaviour of chromium in both the cobalt and aluminium isomorphs and have 
found a small E term. Their analyses took the rhombio z axis as parallel 
to the trigonal direotion although no evidenoe exists for this assumption. 
1 . 
However, sinoe E is small (-0.009cm- ), errors introduced in this way would 
not be very large. These measurements were taken at room temperature, 
indioating the presence of rhombic fields without introduoing changes from 
the orystal structure of figure 4.1. The measurements of Jarrett at liquid 
nitrogen te~perature8 confirm this. Phase transitions have been noted in 
the chromium spectra at about 1000K in the aluminium chelates and between 
700K and 4.20K in the oobalt chelates. 
Since the moleoular struoture does not indio ate a rhombio component 
of orystal field, the origin of rhombic terms and the phase change will 
probably be found in the field due to neighbouring molecules. It does not 
seem possible to identify a detailed souroe for the phaee change since no 
simple relationship exists between the principal g values and their direotions 
at different sites, apart from their equivalenoe in pairs. This equivalenoe 
in pairs below the phase transition temperature suggests that no great change 
in cr,ystal struoture oooura. 
4.6 The Pair Lines 
Many small lines were observed in the speotrum which were attributed 
to pairs. At 0. general orientation the six ruthenium sites will give rhe 
to twenty one different types of pair. Since the pair lines were not very 
intense and the situation was oomplicated by the number of pair types,these 
lines were not investigated, ~s it was felt that better systems for atuay 
oould be found. 
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J ... 7 Orb! t.lll Reduotion 
Bleaneyand O'Brien (1953) have shown, for a d5 ion in a strong 
crystal field, that the principal g values are given by 
2 2 2 2 ( )' g = 2cos 0 (:sin d- (1 + k)oos d) + 28in 9 k - 1 z 
i(~ + By) = -2001520 (:sin d + .J2k.cos d sin d ) 
i<Bx - By) III 2sin20 (OOSd+ (k/.J2):sind) 
(4.5) 
when ~ and gy are given the same sign. The parameters e and d represent 
oontributions from spin-orbit coupling and a orystal field with no symmetry 
restriotions and can be eliminated between the three equations. The parameter 
k is the orbital reduction parameter (taken as isotropio) first introduced 
by Stevens (1953). Orbital reduction arises when covalent bonds exist, sino~ 
an eleotron in a d orbit then spends a fraction of its time at the ligands, 
as demonstrated in Chapter I. 
Equation 4.5 gives two values for k depending on whether g takes 
. z 
a like or opposite sign to g and g. An orbital reduotion parameter of 0.83 
x y 
18 sufficient to explain experimental results for the n\ore covalent Ir4+ (5d5). 
Thus, for Ru3+,' k may be expected to sathfy 0.83<k<1. AcomI,uter px'ogram 
wa3 written to caleulatak from equation 4.5. The following values were found 
for the three I,airs of sitos. 
, 
Site 
k 
1 
0.857 
2 
0.910 
4.8 ~e HyPerfino Interaction 
3 
0.894, 
Ruthenium has two isotopos possessine a nuolear spin of 5/2, Ru99 
and Ru 101 (C,rif'fiths and Owen, 1952). Their abundanoelS are 12.81 % and 16.98% 
respectively and their magnetio moments 0.63 and -0.69. The strong resonanoes 
measured were due to the 70.21% abundant even isotopes but, under favourable 
condltions,two small resonances wer~ detected on either, side of the main line. 
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At most orientations, however, the width of the main transition obscured 
the hyperfina structure. 
To a first approximation the hyperfine parameter A is given by the 
eeparation of adjacent hyperfine components. Tho hyperflne oonstant will 
represent an average for the two isotopes. Ru'+ in Co(rM,)6C1" a somewhat 
analagous system, showed an isotropio hyperfine interaction of 50 x 10~cm-1 • 
The hyperfine struoture of Ru3+ in these experiments also appeared to be 
isotropio with A- 15 x 10~om-1. 
A detailed analysis of hyperfine interactions is extremely 
oomplioated; suffice it to say that the isotropio oomponent arises from 
the a-electron part of the molecular orbital close to tho nucleus. Crude~ 
speaking, the greater the degree of covalency the less unpaired spin remains 
at the metal ion to take part in the hyperfine interaction. This i8 oonfirmed 
by orbital reduotion caloulations,since fitting equation 4.5 to the results 
of Griffiths et ale gives an averaged orbital reduction parameter of 0.93. 
which is larger than the average value of 0.89 found from section 4.7. 
.THE MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF CALCIUM 
CADMIUM ACETATE HEXAHYDRATE 
c 
/ 
M = eu M = Cd 
0 0 Atoms Dist.(A) Dist.(A) 
M - o( 1 ) 2.790(3 ) 2.677(8) 
M - 0(2) 1.973(2) 2.289(7) 
FIGURE 5.1 
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CHAl"l'ER V 
RELAXATION STtmIES ON COPPSR DOPED CAI.CIUl,{ CADMItr..f ACr.T~ 
5.1 Introduction 
Spin-lattice relaxation measurements were made on caloium cadmium 
acetate hexahydrate (CaCd(Ao)4.6H20) crystals in which small percentages of 
the cadmium ions were replaced by oopper ions. As we shall see in seotion 
-1 5.4, it had been suggested that exchange interaotions of about 10m could 
exist between nearest neighbour oopper ions. It was hoped that these 
antiferromagnetio exohange interaotions would produoe olusters which would 
be manifested in the relaxation behaviour. 
5.2 Crystallographio Studies 
Crystallographio studies have been carried out on CaCd(Ao)4.6H20 
and the isomorphous CaCu(Ac)4.6H20 by Langs and Hare (1967). The moleoular 
struoture they give is shown in figure 5.1 together with some us~ful data. 
Tetragonal orystals are formed by both isomorphs. The crystal structure 
was found to oonsist of long chains of alternate caloium and cadmium atoms 
held together by acetate groups. The chains form parallel to the 0 axis of 
the orystal. The wat~r molecules co-ordinate only to the caloium ions, 
filling the void of the lattice and binding polymerio ohains together. 
5.3 Crvstal Field Caloulations 
Crystal field oaloulations have been carried out for the oopper 
oomplex by Garner and Mabbs (1971). They oonsidered the oopper ion to be 
enclosed by two interpenetrating tetrahedra of oxygen atoms giving an eight 
CO-ordinate oomplex within the group D2d • The low symmetry of this arraneement 
requires the use of two crystal field parameters Dq and Cp. The g and A 
values of the spin Hamiltonian, together with the expeoted electronio transitions 
"'ere obtained by solving the secular equations resulting from tho perturbation 
THE ENERGY LEVEL SCHEME 
dxz dyz ===== 14.301crn-1 
dl -----12,601 em-I 
-----10,921cm-1 
d xy 
FIGCRE S.2 
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I 
,1 
\ 
\ 2 of the free ion D term by the crystal field and spin-orbit interaction. An 
f 
anisotropic orbital reduotion parameter, k, was inoluded in the caloulations. 
The authors restricted the spin-orbit coupling oonstant to its free ion valuo 
1 
1 
-1 
of -828 em and varied Dq, Cp, kn, ki numerically to obtalm the best fit 
to the experimental optical and a.p.r. data. 
, 
Tney found, to a good approximation, ~ 
-Dq (em -1 ) 
1100 
-Cp (cm-1) 
4000 0.79 
The energy level soheme is shown in figure 5.2. 
5 J... Reported Magnetio Studies 
k.1 
0.82 
(5.1 ) 
Paramagnetio resonanoe has been performed on these orystals at 
room and liqUid nitrogen temperatures by a number of authors (Mabbs and Smail 
(1970); Roy, Roy and Pal (1971); Gregson and Mitra (1969». The first two 
papers are oonoerned with the pure copper salt but differ somewhat in the g 
values they report. Roy, Roy and Pal, however, also studied a magnetioally 
dilute system and found no change in g values. Uabbs and Smail studied eo 
crystal containing 0.5% copper and found parameters differing again from the 
other reported values. Satisfaotor,y values appear to be, 
-1 All ;: 0.0144. em 
~ I: 2.065 
-1 A.1 II: 0.OO1z.. om 
(5.2) 
At 140 t 50K a reversible phase change ocourred in thess crystals, 
giving riBe to four magnetioally inequivalent sitos, eaoh of whioh appeared 
to remain axial. The tensors of these sites were displaced by approximately 
o 4 from the crystallographio 0 axis. This has been interpreted as the ohains 
of caloium and cadmi~copper atoms adopting a zig-zag rather than a linear 
arrangement. 
Roy, Roy and Pal undertook a line shape and width analysis on their 
results for the pure oopper salt. They disoovered that magnetic dipole-dipolo 
interactlona were insuffioient to explain the angular depend.enoe of the lint:rddth. 
l 
\ 
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By inoluding a term to represent anisotropio contributions from unresolved 
-1 hyperfine structure and an exchange interaotion of 0.02 cm they were able 
to obtain good fits to their experimental data. 
Greg~on and Mitra also performed magnetio susoeptibility and 
anisotropy experiments on the copper salt. By assuming a case of one dimensional 
antiferromagnetism along the polymerio chains they ware able to fit their 
results to expressions derived by Fisher (1963) for this situation. By taking 
an isotropiO orbital reduction parameter of 0.9 and an isotropio exohange 
interaotion of 1 om-1 their results fitted Fisher's expressions to within 2.%. 
5.5 !he Experimental Prooedure and Results 
Good single orystals ware grown following the method of Holden 
and Singer (1961). The caloi~, cadmium and copper starting aoetates were 
analar. A growth solution containing equal numbers of oaloium and cadmium 
or calcium and copper atoms does not preoipitate the double acetate oompound. 
In order to grow the required crystals four caloium atoms are needed to eaoh 
oadmium or copper atom. Caloium-cadmium mixtures were made up in these ratios 
but with a small percentage of the oadmium atoms replaced by copper. A range 
of oopper ooncentrations was prepared. The mixtures wero dissolved in warm 
distilled water and within a few days good single crystals grew by evaporation. 
Spin-lattioe relaxation times were measured by using the pulse 
saturation technique described in Chapter III. The majority of measurements 
were made at 4.2oK and below, these temperatures being attained by pumping 
on the liquid helium. In these orystals the presenoe of magnetioally 
inequivalent sites at low temperatures presented something of a problem sinoe, 
at a general orientation, the speotra from different sites overlapped eaoh 
other. ~ To avoid possible problems from oroas relaxation and'in order to saturate 
well defined resonances measurements were taken with the magnetio field along 
the 0 axis where the sites were all equivalent. 
A number of orystals, oontaining different oonoentrations of oopper, 
1 
\ 
(/) 
u 
w 
If) 
~-
THE RELAXATION BEHAVIOUR OF 
THE DILUTE COPPEF~ SYSTEMS 
1 % 0.1 0/0 
~---------~. ------~.-----~.~--~.--.~.--~ 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8·5 
FIGUHE 5.3 
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were investigated. ~his was done to show up any conoentratiOll dependenoe 
in the rela.."tation behaviour. Some exp~rimental results are shown in figure 
5.3. Since these results do not show the usual direct or Raman behaviour 
they were least squares fitted to an expression of the form 
1'1 = A exp{~} (5.3) 
Thh gave the following parameters 
Conoentration A x 10.6 (seos) 6(OK) 
0.1 % 42.8 15.26 
1 % 21.0 14.53 
5% 11.45 15.1 
where the concentration i8 the percentage of copper replaoing cadmium in 
solution. The peroentage of copper in the cr,ystals is not necessarily 8S 
great. 
Since the hyperfine interaotion parameter along 0 is large 
( All = 0.0144- cm-1) and sinoe the nuolear "pin of two of the copper iaotopos 
is 3/2, four resonanoes some 150 gauss apart are seen (see figure 5.5). The 
69.09 % abundant Cu63 and the 12.09 % abundant Cu65 i~otopes have slightly 
different nuolear magnetio moments. This causes the outer byperfine transitions 
to be composed of two partially resolved lines. Then, in order to work with 
a symmetrical line shape, relaxation measurements were usually taken on the 
hyperfine component seoond lowest in field. 
Relaxation measurements were also made Oil eaoh of the hyperfine 
o 
components in turn, usually only at 4.2 K. However, sinoe eaoh hyperfine 
oomponent showed a different relaxation time, a aeries of readlng~ were taken 
on two of the lines in the temperature range 20K to 4.20K. This experiment 
showed that the relaxation time of each byperfine component had the samo 
functional dependence on temperature and only differed in magnitude. 
To check whether tho relaxation prooess ohangad above 4.20K the 
exchanee gas temperature control ay:stem of Chapter III was devised to extend 
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the range over whioh measurements oould be taken. Measurements were extended 
on the 0.1 % system up to 90K. These measurements, taken in a separate 
experiment, are shown by the trianeles in figure 5.3. 
5.6 Discussion or the Relaxation Prooess 
Chapter II introduced two relaxation mechanisms whioh are able to 
give rise to relaxation times which are exponentially dependent on temperature. 
The first of these, the Orbach process (seotion 2.2.5), requires the presenoe 
ot an excited electronio state at an enerey6above the ground state, where ~ 
is less than keD and appears in the exponent. However, since figure 5.2 
h -1 sows that the first excited eleotronio state is some 11,000 cm above the 
ground 8tate, this is olearly not the required mechanism. 
The seoond way in whioh suoh behaviour may oocur requires the 
presence of exchange ooupled clusters. Single ions may then crcss relax to 
the olusters whioh may relax the Zeeman enerGY by two phonon processes. 
However, no paramagnetio evidenoe has been found for such olusters during these 
investigations and, furthermore, the magnitude of the exchange interaotions 
between copper ions suggeated in seotion 5~ is small compared with that required 
to give the form of the observed behaviour. The work of Harris and Yngvesson 
on exchange coupled clusters of spin i ions indicates higher order olusters 
than pairs are needed to effeot this mechanism. Since exponential behaviour 
is observed even with ver,y low oopper concentrations, further mochanisms must 
be sought to explain the observed behaviour. 
5.7 Modifications to the Rela:r.atit'n Theot'ies 
An examination of the nature of the orystals under study shows tilat 
they have soma important properties that have not been acoounted for in the 
derivations of single ion relaxation processes. There is a striking differenoe 
in the atomio weights of oopper and cadmium. The atomio weight of copper is 
63.~ where~s the atomio wui~lt of cadmium, the atom which oopper replaces, 
is 112J+. Furthermore, the cr,ystallographio data shows that the corpel-oxygen 
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and cadmium-oxygen distances, d, differ between the ioomorpho. The electrostati. II 
force~ between the metal ions and the oxygen ligands are proportional to 1/d2, 
making the forces binding the copper iens to the nearest oxygen ions about 
1.35 times stronger than similar forces for the cadmium ion~. 
The large mass difference between the copper and cadmium ions can 
be expected to cause the paramagnetic ion to behave as a mass defect in the 
1attioe. Furthermore, the change in binding forces may reinforce this 
behaViour. Montroll and Potts (1955) have analysed the effect of 1attioe 
defeots on the vibrational modes of a one dimen3iona1 crystal lattice. They 
show that a mass defect in the crystal lattice can lead to one of two effects. 
When the mass of a substituting ion exceeds that of the substituted ion the 
characteristio vibrational frequancy, Wi' associated with the defect is less 
than the Debye limiting frequency, wD' of the perfect lattioe. The defeot 
then undergoes forced oscillations under the influence of lattice waves. 
When the mass of the substituting ion is less than that of the substituted 
ion'(,.)i is greater thanwD,and a new lattice mode, localised at the defeot, is 
formed. 
The situation which concerns us here is the formation ofa local 
mode at the copper site. The effect of such a local mode diminishes with 
distance r as 
r-
1 
exp (-Ar) (5J..) 
Because of this localisation, the strain at the defect associated with the 
local mode is larger than that in any of the band mode~. The enhancement ot 
strain increases with increasing localisation. In addition the strain at 
the defect atom due to each band mode is reduced from that associated with a 
normal atom. 
We have already seen in Chapter II tl~t the mechanism producing 
spin-1attioe relaxation depends on the phonon modulation of the crystalline 
field in the vicinity of the paramagnetio ion. When the paramagnetio ion 
is olear1y acting as a ~S3 defect we might expeot oonsiderable modification 
,: 
~ 
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to the rolaxation behaviour, since the nature of the local phonon speotrum 
has altered. 
5.8 ~a.xation in the Presence of a Loo~l ~!od!!. 
Tbeoretical treatments for the relaxation of paramagnetic ions in 
the presence of local modes have been given by several authors,inoluding 
Kochelaev (1960), Klemens (1961, 1962) and Maradudin (1966). The analysis 
of Y~radudin followed the general for~Alism of Mattuck and Strandberg (1960). 
He found, in the harmonic approximation, the usual expression3 for the direot 
and Ra~n processes. He further showed that, in the absence of anharmonioities 
in the lattice vibrations (terms higher than quadratio in the interatomio 
displacements), the local modes can make no contribution to the relaxation. 
On introducing cubic anharmonicities he was able to derive, for the contribution 
of looal modes to Raman-type relaxation, 
(5.5) 
where Uo is the frequency of the local mode, Yo its width and v the spin 
resonant frequency. By taking exp(hv /kT) as constant,and defining a 100£1.1 
mode temperature 9
0 
as 9
0 
= 'hw/k,equation 5.5 
of 2.9 and for T ~ e /4) to, 
a 
can be approximated (by use 
(5.6) 
Klemens was able to derive a similar result by considering one of 
the POssible relaxation mechanisms involving a local mode. Hia firs·t paper 
(Elemens 1961) showed that oubio anharmonioities broaden tho local mode by 
about 1 %. This relaxes energy oonservation suffioiently to allow relaxation 
processes involving local modes. His second paper (Klemens 1962) considered 
the follOwing relaxation prooess. The initial state was taken as the looal 
mode, exoited with n phonon, and the ion in a given spin st~te. In the 
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intermediate state the same looal phonon is found but, since this is broad, 
the spin can be inverted without violating energy conservation. In the final 
state the spin remains inverted while the looal phonon has decayed to two 
band phonons to remove the spin flip energy. This is not the only possible 
process involving a looal mode but they all lead to the same temperature 
dependence (Feldman, Castle and l!urphy, 1965). 
Feldman et al (1965) have found experimental evidenoe of relaxation 
processes involving local modes. They studied the relaxation of interstitial 
atomio hydrogen and deuterium in CaF2• These rather gross lattice defeots 
showed relaxation times which required expressions of the form exp (t:./T) at 
high temperatures. Experimentally t:. was found to be 8500 K for hydrogen and 
6~00K for deuterium. 
5.9 Disoussion of the Results 
We have found that over a range of oonoentrations the oOFper 
relaxation times are proportional to exp (15/T). The results taken on the 
0.1 % crystals above 4.2oK and shown in figure 5.3 are in fact fitted to the 
more general expression of equation 5.5,which improv~s the fit in this region. 
The agreement between the predictions of the local mode relaxation model and 
the experimental results is good. 
The disoussion of seotion 5.8 indicates that the local mode frequenoy 
1n these crystals 1s expected to lie above the Debye limiting frequency. This 
implies, however, that the temperature of the lattice 1s only about 12 or 1}oK 
whioh is rather low. Physically, it would seem more likely that the local mode 
frequenoy lies in a well defined frequency gap 1n the phonon spectrum, probably 
between the aooustio and optical band3. 
A weak dependence of the relaxation time on the paramagnetio 
. 0 
ooncentration is found. Fitting the relaxation times at ~.2 K for a r~~ ot 
ooncentrations, 0, to the relationship 
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gives n as approximately -~. This is a muoh weaker dependenoe than that 
expeoted for relaxation involving exchange ooupled clusters. 
The work of Montroll and Potts indicates indireotly a possible 
source of concentration dependent relaxation. They show that it is energetically 
favourable for the lattice defects giving rise to localised modes to be found 
close to each other. The local modes may then interact, albeit weakly since 
o 
adjaoent copper sites are some 8A apart, to produce further broadening of the 
local mode frequency~ Even without this olustering of defects, a statistioal 
enhancement of local mode interactions will occur with increasing concentration. 
Such interactions will be equivalent to increasing Yo in equation 5.5 and 
lead to an increase in the predictod relaxation rate. 
Since the details of the broadening mechanisms between local modes 
are unknown it is not possible to derive an explicit expression for the 
concentration dependenoe. However, it is interesting to speoulate on the 
2 2 
consequences of equation 5.5. Differentiating Y~(v + 4Y
o
) with respeot 
to Yo shows that T1 takes a minimum value when Yo = i v. Thus, if a looal 
mode can be broadened beyond the point when Y = iv the relaxation time will 
o 
begin to inorease. 
The relaxation times show an angular dependenoe which is expeoted 
to arise from changes in the matrix elements conneoting the paramagnetio states. 
Particularly since the copper ion is a Kramer's system these matrix elements 
will vary with angle in a complex manner. The angular dependence of the 
relaxation time of the resonance line lowest in field is shown in figure 5.4. 
As we shall see in the next section the measured relaxation times should be 
oorreoted for the anisotropy in the hyperfine interaotion. 
5.10 !ho Relaxation over the Hyperfine Struoture 
The difference in relaxation time measured at each hyperfine oomponent 
ofters further evidenoe for relaxation involvin~ a looal mode. Because tho 
four resonanoe linelS arl!) .separated by only a few line liiaths, ero:ss 't'Olaxatiotl 
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FIGURE 5.5 
TABLE .5.2 
Measured T1 0.79 0.93 1 .1 1.3 
Prodicted T1 0~87 0.98 1.08 1 .19 
Measured T1 0.41 0.51 0.~5 0.66 
Prodicted T1 0.47 0.52 0.58 0.64 
Measured T1 0.375 0044 0.57 0.64-
Predicted T1 0.43 0.48 0.53 0.58 
Measured T1 0.43 0.50 O.GS 
Predictcd T1 0.48 0.53 0.59 
Tho values of T1 nre in tll'b1trnry urd. ts. 
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processes may be expected to brillg the hyperfine components to the sarna spin 
temperature. The off diagonal elements found in th~ energy matrix of the 
copper ion (table 5.1) will further aid the establishment of a co~on spin 
temperature. Assuming, as 1s often the case, that the spins attain internal 
thermal equilibrium at a rate which 1s fast compared with the prooesses 
bringing about equilibrium between the spins and the lattice, the only 
difference in measuring T1 at each hyperfine component will be the maenitude 
of the magnetio field at which measurements are taken. 
The relaxation theories of Chapter II, for processes in which T1 
depends on the magnetio field, predict that the measured value of T1 will 
decrease with increasing field. Such behaviour is oontrar,y to that found 
in this series of experiments. Now, it is known from equation 5.5 that 
2 2 TiC( Y + 4Y
o 
In order to predict the observed relaxation behaviour over tha hyperfine 
components it is necessary to assume that v2 » 4y2. We have Deen above 
o 
that the measured relaxation time at any ot the hyperfine oomponents 1s a 
measure of the relaxation of all four components. ~nen the hyperfine 
transition lowest in magnetic field is at resonance (see figure 5.5) the 
oontributions to the measured relaxation are 
T1 0( ( hv )2 + (hv - A)2 + (hY 
1e. T1 0< (4(hv2_ 12hy A + 14..\2) 
2 )2 2A) + (hv - 3A 
(5.8) 
When the ot~mponents arl) at resonanoe the oontributions to the measured 
relaxation times are 
T1 (2ntl) ex (4(hv)2_ 4hv A + 6A2) 2 ~ 3.8(hy) 
T1 Ord) 0( (4(h~2+ 4hyA + 6A2) ~ 4.2(hv)2 
I Tl (4th) .. (4(hvf!+ 12hv A + 14A2) '" z...6(hv)2 
f whet'o v is the microwave frequenoy end, eince A ~ O.05hv , term3 in A2 are 
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ignored. Using the experimental data the unknowns can be removed from the3e 
equations and the predicted relaxation times round. The results ara shown 
in table 5.2 where observed and predicted relaxation times are listed. 
Although this interpretation successfully prediots the form of 
the relaxation behaviour over the hyperfine co~ponents it consistontly 
underestimates the magnitude of the effect. 
5.11 ~Rel8.Xation Behaviour of CaCu(Ao ~.6H~ 
A good test of the theor,y of defeot mode relaxation should be 
found at high copper ooncentrations. In the pure oopper salt the copper ions 
are no longer acting as substitutional mass defects in the lattice and 
consequently possess no defect nature. The relaxation theories of Chapter II 
might then be expected to hold. Relaxation studies were carried out on a 
small crystal of CaCu(Ao)~.6H20 and gave the results shown in fieure 5.6. 
It is immediately obvious from this figure that the exponential behaviour 
found at low copper concentrations has been lost. Fitting the relaxation 
times to a power law gives the dependence 
T 0<. T-2 •73 
1 (5.10) 
which is shown by the full line in the figure. This behaviour oannot be 
attributed to the oopper ions aoting independently of each other and relaxing 
by oonventional meohanisms. The discussion of the results found at low oopper 
oonoentrations shows that the single ion direct and Raman prooesses will oause 
slower relaxation than that shown in figure 5.6 and oon~equently slower 
relaxation than that found in the conoentrated orystals. 
Tae reported results of section 5.4 sucgest thBt eBoh copper ion 
is exchange coupled to its neighbours along the polymorio chains. Suoh 
interaotions may be expected to influenoe tha relaxation prooesses ocourring 
in these magnetically conoentrated orystals. The relaxation behaviour of an 
exchange coupled assembly of paramaenetio icns ha~ bean oonsidered by Riohards 
(1965). Richards takes a three bath model comprising un exohango systom, a 
., 
l 
- l.,l .. -
Zeeman sY3tem and the lattioe and assumes, at low temperatures, that the 
fastest means of relaxing the Zeeman enerry to tho lattioe is via the exohange 
system. The coupling between the exohange system and the lattice is ccnsidered 
to give rise to the ob3erved relaxation time. Spin oorrelation ,freets are 
included by a den!ity matrix approach. Using this approaoh Riohards shows 
that iaman relaxation 1n a linear ohain is a speoial oaS6 which goes as T9 
instead of T7 when T«9D• V.ben T is ot the order ot aD the iaman contribution 
2 g06S as T. Nearest neighbour interaotions do not give rise to a direot 
relaxation prooess in the linear chain. Next nearest neighbour interaotions 
are required to give direot relaxation with a rate proportional to T. 
If the oopper 10ns are relaxing by a direot prooess 1t would not 
be surprising to find that a phonon bottleneck 1s being deteoted sinoe the 
spin oonoentration 1s very hiBb. One-phonon relaxation w1ll oause an enormous 
number of additional phonons to be 1ntroduoed into a narrow phonon band in 
the lattic~which oould well lead to a severe bottleneok. The expericental 
behaviour found could then be due to a oomplex torm ot phonon bottleneck. It 
this is a oorreot explanation it 'implies that the deteot Raman prooess is 
longer operative, sinoe such relaxation'ooeurs by using densely populated 
regions of the phonon spectrwu and many phonon pairs. 
no 
5.12 The Possibility Of Additional Investigations 
Attempts were made to grow the mixed aoetate of oaloium and zino 
with a amall percentage of the zino replaoed by oopper. Sinoe the atomio 
weight of zino is 65.37 and that of oopper 63.54 suoh oryatals would no 
longer oause the oopper 10ns to aot as mass dofeots. A study of the oopper 
ralaxation would have been of immense value in oonfirming the dotcot mode 
relaxation in the aoetate oontaining oadmium. t:ntortunately it provod 
impOssible to grow these orystals and indoed no referenoe to auooesstul 
growths oan be found in the li tara ture • 
Several methods of investisation are available tor dotooting lonal 
modea,most of which are reviewed by Klein (1968). The'rGsults obta1neJ from 
' I 
it 
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I 
I 
I 
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applying an independent tech.~ique would be instruotive. The usual teohniqu$ 
is direot infrared lattioe absorption but,sinoe the looal mode froquenoy i5 
expeoted to be approximately 300 Ghz (-1mm1 so~e difficulty may be expeoted 
in using this approach. Raman 8cattering from the local mode eould be a 
more praotioal possibility, but the inoident radiation would rrobably have 
to lie in the infrared,sinoe the orystals absorb strongly in the visible 
region. Measurements on the lattice heat oapaoity may indioate the presenoe 
or the local modes by showing anomalous behaviour about 150K. Local modes 
have also been deteoted by neutron scattering. 
I 
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CHAPTER VI 
rARA!U,G-t~TIC INVESTIGATIONS OF SOr,':E Dnw.RIC CO~.IT'LF.xES 
6.1 Introduction 
As we have seen in Chapter II, exohange coupled olusters are hel! 
to be a pos:sible origin for ooncantraUon dependent relaxation processes. In 
view of the central role played by olusters in these thoeries it was our wish 
to study the spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms oocurring in exohange coupled 
pairs of ions. Reported results of suoh mechanisms have always occurred in 
systems where diamagnetio host lattices have been relatively heavily doped 
with isomorphous paramagnetio impurities. Investigating relaxation in suoh 
crystals is oomplicated by the number of different pairs and higher order 
clusters that may arise. Further oomplications may be caused by cross 
relaxation processes and the necessar,y presence of intense single ion 
resonanoes. In view ot this, investigations into a system whioh avoids many 
ot these problems could be ot value. 
Such a system can arise when paramagnetio pairs form a natural 
part of the cr,ystal struoture. To be of use this dimerio system mu3t 
satisfy certain conditions. The magnitude of the exohange interaction 
within a Single pair or dimer must be small enough to allow the paramagnetio 
states to remain well populated at temperatures where relaxation measurements 
are Possible. This requires the exchange energy to be no greater than a few 
degrees Kelvin. The dimers must be sufficiently well separated to eliminate 
interaotions between neighbouring pairs. Of oourse,a ferromagnetio 
interaction within the dimers would be ideal as this leaves a paramagnetio 
ground state. However, such oonditions are not easily met! 
6.2 Cobalt Diethyldithiophosphinate . 
The first attempt at obtaining such a system was the erowth of 
a dimerl0 oobalt complex. Kuohen, Matten and Juda.t (1964,1965) have reporte! 
, 
t 
i 
•• 
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dimerl0 complexes of zino and cobalt diethyldithiophosphinate which have 
the structure shown below. 
Et Et 
where M = Zn or Co. 
Attempts were made to grow single crystals of [zn{Et2PS2)2]2 
containing small amounts of the paramagnetio cocalt dimars [CO(Et2PS2)2]2. 
Dark green single crystals were grown from solution in isopropyl aloohol. 
These crystals were investigated at liquid helium temperatures but the speotra 
found were rather oomplex. Calligaris, Ciana and Ripamontl (1966) have 
shown that the dimerio and monomerio species are in equilibrium in solution 
whioh means that the mixed oomplex may be formed in the association processea 
Ocourring during orystallisation. Thus single ion spectra may be oontributing 
to the Observed resonanoes. P~cause of the laok of obvious pair spoctra this 
investigation was pursued no further. 
Dimario Complexes of the Form CS~2C19 
6.3.1 Crystallographio Studies 
The next orystals to be studied were of the form Cs,M2C'9 where 
K • Cr, V or Ti. The crystal of Cs3Cr2C19 has been determined by X-roy 
analys1:s by Wessel and Ijdo (1957). Tho crystal atructure is ahOM\ in figure 
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6.1. The chlorine ions de5cribe two octahedra ~haring a oommon face. The 
cesium and chlorine ions form a olose packing with six layers of four atoms 
each. The chromium ions are not central with respect to their r~speotiye 
octahedra but rather are displaoed away from eaoh other along the trigonal 
6.3.2 Susceptibility Studies 
Susceptibility studies have been carried out on these compounds 
in the temperature range 800K _ 3000K by Saillant and Wentworth (1968). 
Since the samples are dime rio the evenly coupled Curie-W'eiss model tor 
susceptibility should not be applicable. An expression for the susceptibility 
ot an a58emb ly ot isola ted paramagnetic dimers has been dari ve·1 by Kambe (1950). 
The susceptibility of an assembly of NA ions of spin S is defined by 
x = NA,i, 2 S(S + 1) 
3kT 
For an exohange ooupled pair ot ions 
Ns = (23 +1) exp (-Es!kT) 
L (23 + 1) exp (-E/kT) 
(6.1 ) 
(6.2) 
The atomic susceptibility of an assembly of dimers with srins (3/2,3/2) 
beoomes, for example, 
2 2 
X = NAg P (3 exp (5J/T) + 15 exp (3J/T) + 42 ) 
3'k'T 7 + S exp (3J!T) + 3 exp (SJ/'r) + exp (6J/T) 
(6.3 ) 
Suoh behaViour should be easily identifiable sinoe the susoeptibility will 
pass through a maximwu value as the te:nrorature is reduoed. Saillo.nt and 
Wentworth, however, found that their results fitted a Curie-WI31s:s expression. 
o Cs3Cr2C19 was charaoterised by a Curie-Weiss constant 0 ot 38 ~. 
The samples of Cs3V2C19 followed Curie-Weiss behaviour only as for as 90
0X 
with 9 = 1160K. A distinot curvature was found below 900 K whioh W3.S thouCht 
to be pouibly assooiated. with a phase tran:sition. Such a ourvntul"u is 
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predioted by the (1,1) analogue of equation 6.3 but the tabulated re~ulta 
were insuffioient to determino a value for J. 
The samples of Cs3Ti2C19 did not give totally reproduoible results, 
but did show large ohanges in magnetio moment over the temper3ture range 
oonsidered. The effeotive magnetio moment varied between 1.2 and 1 J.. P at 
3000K and O.B to 0.5 ~ at BOoK. The authors suspeoted the presence of an 
unknown oontaminant in their crystals. 
The disorepanoy between the observed and predioted susoeptibility 
behaviour 1n these dimeria crystals is, at first sight, diffioult to explain. 
However, some doubt must exist over the way in which tho orystals were grO~l. 
The temperatures to whioh starting mixtures were heated to allow crystal 
growth are conSistently low when oompared with the published phase diagrams. 
The temperatures used by Saillant and Wentworth were, Cs3Cr2C19 650°C, 
CS3V2C19 650°C, Cs3Ti2C19 695°C. As we shall see in section 6.3.3 these 
temperatures will not guarantee the formation of tho required phase. 
6.3.3 Crystal Growth 
Crystals of the form Cs3M2Cl9 were grown from the m~lt. nle chromium, 
vana~ium and titanium chloridAs were obtained from Alpha Inorganios, the 
oesium chloride from the Chemistry Department at Keele. Stoichiometrio 
quantities of these materials (4~~ MCl3' 60% CsCl) were heated in a quartz 
tube to above 100°C while tha tube was being evaouated. Onoe the mixture 
was water-free the vaouum was sealed and the tube slowly passed thtou8h a 
two-ohamber furnaoe. The first chamber was held at 50°C abova the temperature 
of the required dysteotio and the second ohamber at 50°C below it. The port 
oonneot1ng the two chambers then had a tharmal gradient across it centred 
at about the dysteot10 temperature. 
Phase diagrams for all three systems havo been pub1i8hed. The 
Cr C1, - CsCl system has been described by Eflmov and Fitir1mov (196}), the 
VCl, - CsCl syste~ by Shohukarev and Perfilova (196}) and the TiCl} - CsCl 
aY8tem by Markov and Chernov (1959). The temperatuI'o required to grow 
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Cs3Cr2C19 is 894°C, Cs,V2C19 700°C and Cs,Ti2C19 781°C. 
Reference to the phase diagram of figure 6.2,for mixtures of Cael 
and CrCl"shows that between 894°C and about 810°C only orystals of Cs,Cr2C19 
will be formed. Below 810°C Cs,CrC16 or CrCl, may also appear depending on 
any non-stoichiometry. A slow passage of the tube through the furnaoe will 
cause any unwanted phases to appear at the top of the tube from where they 
may be discarded. Zone refining the Cs,Cr2C19 afterwards produced no 
significant change in its behaviour. 
6.3~ The Single Ions in Trigonal Sites 
Before considering the paramagnetio behaviour of the dimers, it 
will be useful to study the predictions of the ionio model for the single 
paramagnetic ions in trigonal sites. 
Titanium3+ 
-
T13+ ba1 ) has the free ion ground state 2D• A cubio orystal field 
splits this into a triplet T 10 Dq below a doublet, E. The trigonal 
, 2' 
oomponent of the or.ystal field and the spin-orbit coupling oan be applied 
.s1multaneou:sly as a perturl?ation on the triplet. Spin-orbit coupling between 
T2 and E is negleoted. The perturbation leaves three Kramer's doublets whose 
energy order depends on the sign of the trigonal field parameter, 6 • The net 
result of these interactions'oan be either a highly ~i8otropic or a nearly 
isotropic g tensor depending on the sign and magnitude of6. The interpretation 
of experimental results has required the inolusion of covalent bonding with 
the ligands to reduce the orbital moment. The presence of low lying exoited 
orbital states makes relaxation very rapid. 
Vanadium3+ 
v3+ (3d2) has the free ion ground state 'F whioh is split by a 
oubio crystal field to leave an orbital triplet lowest. The trigonal oomponent 
of the orystal field leaves an orbital singlet ground state at energy 6 bolo. 
the dOUblet. The three fold spin degen~raoy is removed whon spin-orbit 
ooupling mixes the ground state into the first doublet. This leaves a spin 1 
j 
I: 
I 
1 
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system with a ra.ther large zero field splitting of )..2/ t:, and a somewhat 
-1 ~ anisotropic g factor. D values in the range 7 - 8.3 om have been reporto~ 
wi th gil ~ 1.9 and g..L!:::: 1.7. 
Chromiul113+ 
Cr3+ (3d3) has the free ion ground state 4r. A cubio ory:stal field 
leaves an orbital Singlet as the ground state well separated from exoited 
orbital states. A trigonal distortion splits the first exoited triplet whioh 
is mixed into the ground state by spin-orbit coupling. This causes a slight 
ani8otropy in g and a small zero field spUtting. Usually gIl !:::: Sol • 1.97 -
1.99. 
6.3.5 !reliminary Results 
The dark purple rods of Cs3Cr2C19 grown from the melt were found to 
oleave both parallel and perpendioular to the growth direotion. X-ray studies 
ahowed six-fold symmetr,y was present along the perpendioular direction showing 
this to be the 0 axis. Once oleaved, crystals were ke~t ovor ailica gel in an 
evacuated dessicator since they were unstable in air over Ions periods. 
The first growths of these crystals showed the following paramagnetio 
behaviour. At room and liquid nitrogen temperatures an intense resonanoe was 
tound at g = 1.99 that fitted well to a Lorentzian line shape. Its peak to 
peak width at 770K was several hundred gauss. At 4.2oK the broad resonanoe 
had been replaced by four resonances with line widths ot 150 saUlS. One or 
these resonanc~s was approximately isotropio at g ~ 1.9 with an intensity, 
whioh When compared to the other resonanoes, varied from growth to growth. 
This strongly suggests that it is & defeot or possibly an impurity. The 
angular dependence of the remaining three lines at 4.2oK indioated a apin 1 
aystem. Below 4.2oK the 1ntensit,y of the spin 1 resonanoes drorped rapidly. 
Furthermore, & spin 3/2 system appeared, made ~lsible by rapid narrowing. 
f This spin 3/2 system was not distinguishable at 4.2oK. 
Apart from the features previously described, the various orystal 
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growths showed a narrow g = 2 resonance superimposed on the broad resonanoe 
at high te~peratures. This line broadened considerably when the temperature 
was lowered below 77°K. This behaviour is oonsistent with that reported 
for polyorystalline CrC13 where line widths of 54 gauss ana 990 EBUSS have 
been found at temperatures of 900K and 130K respeotively. 
6.3.6 The Spin 3/2 System 
Angular variations were performed at about 1.6°K in planes 
perpendioular and parallel to the growth direotion. The angular variation 
in the latter plane was isotropio, indioating an axial site. The spectrum 
in the former plane was fitted to a spin Hamiltonian of the form; 
H .. = g'IAH S + g AH S + D(s2 - 'is(S + 1» 
... t" Z Z l,t" X X Z (6.4) 
where the z axis of the Hamiltonian corresponded to the Q axis of the orystal. 
Measurements along ~, where the energy matrix can be solved 
immediately, show that D is of the same order as the Zeeman energy. This 
makes off diagonal elements in the energy matrix large and the results ot 
perturbation theory invalid. Consequetltly, to prediot transitions oft axis 
the energy matrix has to be diagonalised direotly. This was done on the 
University oomputer. The progrnms used in these oaloulations ware developed 
by DOWsing (private communication). The first program predioted resonanoe 
fields at any angle given values of gil' g,L and D. By measuring ell and 0 
along 0, angular variations could be predioted using different e1 values to 
obtain a sood fit. Slight changes could then be made to gil and 0 to impron 
the fit. A more sophisticated program was later obtained from Or. Dowsing 
. which read in resonant fields and the angles at which they ocourred and then 
Tarled gil' gJ. and. 0 by an iterative prooess to obtain fits to all ot tho 
eXperimental points. Using these programs the angular variation of figure 6., 
was fitted to a spin 3/2 system with 
g = 1.981 II 
gJ. = 1.988 
D = 0.097 om-1 
(6.5 ) 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
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This is shovm by the continuous lines in the figure. 
The ordering of the energy levels depends upon th~ sien of D. On 
axis the high field and low field M = *1 resonanoes have the saml) transition 
s 
probability, and,! by taking D > q the transitions are 13/2) ..... 11/1) and 
1-1/2)++1-3/2) respectively. If E - E I: hv, the intensity of the transition 
:5 r 
E -E is-
r s • 
Irs 0( 1 - exp (-hv/kT) 
l)Xp «Er - Ei)/kT) 
L 
~.F. 
~.F. 
Z L.F. 
::::1-
Z H.F. 
(6.6) 
The intensities of the high field and low field transitions from equation 6.6 
w11l differ since the partition function,.Z, is evaluated at different fields. 
For the spin 3/2 desoribed at -1.6oK the intensity ratio is oalculated to be 
-1.6. Experimentally, the high field transition is found to be the most 
intense on axis so D is positive. 
6.3.7 The Origin of the Impurity Speotra 
It seems reasonable to associate the spin 3/2 resonances with a 
ain81.e chrOmium ion. The phase diagz'am of figure 6.2 sho\,s that, apart 
from Cs,Cr2C19, there may be Cr C13 or Cs,CrC16 present. The line at liquid 
nitrogen temperatures which has already been attributed to erCl, may well 
derive from local aggregation3 of the starting material. This could ccour 
it the growth mixture was not held in the molten state for lons enoueh before 
Cooling. 
It was possible to grow crystals without the spin 3/2 speotruo 
and the isotropio resonance (o.f. 6.3.8). This sUBgests that these sreotra 
are associated with non-stoichiometries. In isolation, Cs,CrC16 should 
give an isotropio resonance. However, since the axial spin ,/2 system .as 
I mo~ intense than the isotropiC line. it seems more reasonable to assooiate 
r it with the remaining oompound we might expect to find in the cr,ystal. The 
CXial nature of the site could arise by oonsidcrin6 the Cs,CrCl6 to appear 
as a CS3Cr2Cl9 complex which has lost a ohromium and thrall ohlorino4 from 
I 
I 
I 
! 
! 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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one end and. yet is surrolmded by the cs,}Cr2C19 phase. Tho Crel, vacnnoy 
would then produce an axial distortion at the relI'.aining chror.lil.lm direoted 
along the c axis. 
6.'}.8 Discussion of tho Crystals so far 
Clearly better crystals were required to study phenonlena duo to 
exchange interaetions. The spin 1 system seen at 4.2oK indicated the presenoe 
of such interactions. Intensity studies were attempted on the spin 1 linea 
1n these crystals but the presenoe of the S = 3/2 lines with their rapidly 
changing line widths made thb extremely difficult. A further diffioulty 
was the choice of a suitable intensity referenoe with a g value well removed 
from 2 so as not to overlap other lines. 
The phase diagram of Cs,}Cr2Cl9 shows that a starting mixture 
Ilightly rioh in CrCl, will have more opportunity to form Cs,Cr2C19 sinoe 
the relevant eutectio is further removed in temperature and oomposition. 
Furthermore, local aggregations of CrCl, w1l1 have broadened out at 4.2oX. 
Consequently, a stoichiooetrio startine mixture was made up to which was 
added 10,% excess additional CrCl,. This produced good orystals in whioh the 
S • 3/2 and isotropic resonance were not present. In view of thil, Cs,V2Cl9 
and Cs,Ti2Cl9 were grown in the sam~ manner. 
6.'.9 The Spin 1 Sys~ 
The new crystal growths allowed the three line speotrum at 4.2oK 
to be fitted to spin Hamiltonian of the form 
The large splitting found on axis, where the energy matrIx can be solved 
exaotly, indicated a strong D term making the rosults of rertul'bation theory 
invalid. The angular variation was fitted by oomputer using the rroErams 
descr1bed in .:scction 6.3.6. ThE) followin8 parametors wore l'O\.inJ. to elva 
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g = 1.974 1 0.005 z 
g = 2.001 : 0.005 
x 
-1 D = 0.1848 1 0.0005 om 
This fit is shown in figure 6.4. 
(6.8) 
The large D term produoed strong mixinG of spin states off axis 
making three transitions observable. Intensity measurements described in 
section 6.3.11 showed, on axis, that the high field resonance gained in 
intensity relative to the low field resonance. By the treat~ent of seotion 
6.3.6 this implies that D is positive. 
6.3.10 The Exchange Situ~tion 
It was shown in Chapter I that an exchanee interaction between 
paramagnetio ions can be represented by a vector ooupling of the spins 
(J§i·~j)· Thus the two spin 3/2 chromium ions in each cr2Cl~ dimer mal 
couple to form total 3pin states of 3, 2, 1 and O. The spin 1 system Just 
described is such a total spin state. 
Owen (1961) has shown that when the exohange energy gives the 
dominant term in equation 1.23 the F~milton1an may be written as, 
H= (J/2)[S(S + 1) - S1(S1 + 1) - SlSj + 1)] + gPH.~ 
+ (A/2)S(Ii + I J ) + (30aDe + PsDo)[S! - ;S(S + 1)] 
+ (0 E + n E )[S2 _ S2] 
IS e t"s 0 x Y 
(6.9 ) 
P IS III :sS( S + 1) - 3 - 4S1 ($i + 1) 
( 25 - 1 )( 2S + }) 
These ooefficients take the values shown in the following table. 
(6.10) 
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Si II Sj = 3/2 Si = Sj = 1 5i II Sj = 1/2 
S 3a Ps s S 3a PIS S 3a Pa 8 a 
1 51/10 
-12/5 1 3 -1 1 3/2 0 (6.11) 
2 3/2 0 2 1 1/3 
3 9/10 2/S 
Thus, for example, the D term of the spin 1 system is oomprised of (S.1De -
2~o)· The thermal population of a level in a total spin state S is 
determined by lhxwell-Boltzmann statistios and takes the form 
exp (-E /kT) 
8 (6.12) 
6.3.11 The Intensity Variation of the Spin 1 Lina3 
The spin 1 resonances show large changes in intensity ~lth 
temperature. These ohanges were measured against the copper l~!Onanco in 
a small orystal of oa.loium copper acetate hexahydrate (see Chapter V). This 
o gave a line comJ:,arablo in width and amplitude to the spin 1 lines at 4-.2 It 
and showed no ohange in linewidth with temperature. The roferenoe orystal 
was orientated to give its resonance near g • 2 ~hile the Cs,Cr2C19 orystal 
waa fixed with the magnetio field along the 0 axis. 
Apart from gain, all three linea were recorded under tho same 
conditions at a series of temperatures below 4.2oX. Sinoe temperaturo. 
oould be stabilised in this region, the lines were recorded severnl times at 
eaoh temperature. There waa no change in line shape with temperature, 
allowing the quantity (peak to peak width)2 x height to be taken as a measure 
of intensity. Because of the population changes occurl'lng ,dthin the spin 1 
levels at low temperatures due to its large D term (see seotion 6.3.9), th. 
intenSities of the two spin 1 resonances were summed at each temperature 
berox-being oompared to the referenoe. Separate reoordin£s were averated at 
eaoh tempeX'ature. 
The intenSity Qf allM =:1 transition within a total spin atato S 
s 
8 
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at energy E is proportional to 
a 
exp (-E /kT)(1 - exp (-hv/kT) 
s 
I (23 + 1 )exp (-E /kT) 
s s 
The intensity of the copper line is proportional to 
1 - exp (-hv/kT) 
Thus the intensity of the spin 1 linea, relative to the copper ls profort1onal 
to 
exp (-3/T) 
1 + 3exp (-3/T) + 5exp (-3J/T) + 7exp (-63/T) 
This expression was programmed and J iterated to give the best fit to the 
ex i f d. t b 17oP. per mental data. The value of J giving the best fit was 000 0. n. 
The results of two separate experiments are shown in figure 6.5, where on. 
f set of data is represented by ciroles and the other by triangles. I The main source of error in determining the value of J arises trom 
measuring the intenSity of the lines,sinoe the temperature measurements are 
certainly better than O.1 oK. The internal consistency of the results 
indicates that the error in J is not greater than t1oK. 
6.3.12 The Temperature Dependant D Term 
While taking intensity measurements along the ° direotion it was 
observed that the separation between the spin 1 lines ohanged with temroratur~. 
In order to study this phenomenon further,measure~ents were taken 1n the 
temperatur~ range 770K to 4.2oK. These temperatures wore achieved by the 
ho1ium flow and desorption teohniques of Chapter III. On oooling botw~en 77°X 
and 20
0
K,tha high temperature Lorentzian resonance continuously narrowe~. 
Just below 200K the line width reached a minimum then broaden~d. rapidly .n~ 
took on an asymmetric shape. By about eOx the line had resolvod. into two 
separate resonauoes. Below eOK these lines narrowed. and moved rl\plUy a}'art. 
Their separation 1s shown in figuro 6.6 as a funotion of tomperatur$. 
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Clearly, to explain such behaviour, a meohanism must be found to 
make the effeotive D value a funotion of temperature. We believe that exohange 
interaotions between dimers provide such a mechanism, but before oontinuing 
to disouss the model we will oonsider some of the work that has been reported , 
in this area. 
It has been known for many years that magnetio dipolar interaotions 
alone will not pred.iot the observed line widths in SOIne crystals. Van Vleok 
(1~8) was able to explain this by introduoing exohange interactions into 
the caloulations. He oonsidered an assembly of similar paramsgnetio ionl 
and took the Hamiltonian of this system as a sum of Zeeman, dipolar and 
exohange terms. The analysis treated the effoot of exohange on the seoond 
and fourth moments of the observed resonance line. The second mo~ent, tor 
2 example, is defined as the mean square resonance frequencY,wnn.,weighted by 
the appropriate transition probability, 
(w 2)av = r?il t w~ " (nl sxl n, 12 
rfn,l<n\sx1n ?1 2 
where nand n' are eigenstates of the oomplete Hamiltonian. 
(6.16) 
The dipolar interaotions do not oommute completely with the Zeeman 
interaotions and,as a consequonoe,sive rise to weak resonanoes at 0, 28~~, 
3~h,..... If the part of the Hamiltonian giving rise to these resonanoe. 
ia not removed, the moments oaloulation will inolude large oontributions trom 
the subsidiary lines. Despite the matrix elements for those trnnslt10na 
being very small, their mean square frequency deviation trom Ule main line 
14 large. 
On oaloulating the seoond and fourth moments, Van Vleok showed that 
exchange interaotions make no contribution to the second mo~~nt but do inortale 
the fourth moment. This requires the absorption to taper ott less aharpl1 
in the wings and to peak more sharply at the centre. This r~duces the halt 
Width ot the re~onanoe and is reterred to an exohange narrowing. 
, I 
1 , 
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Anderson and. Weiss (1953) have investigated the problem of' exohilnge 
narrowing by oonsidering the spin system to absorb a single frequenoy whioh 
varies in a random way over a range determined by the looal dipolar field. 
Exohange interaotions are considered to determine the rate at whioh the 
frequenoy varies randomly. By oomparison with Van Vleck's work they derived 
the follOwing expression for line width 
« l!1 w2 ) AV dipole-dipole 
J/h 
(6.17) 
When the exchange frequenoy J/h exceeds the resonant frequency, the off 
diagonal elements of the dipolar interaction are inoluded whioh makes the 
line broader, in agreement with experimental measuremsnta. 
The ability of a spin to sample the spread of resonant frequenoies 
available to it at a rate determined by the exchange energy, offers a physioal 
picture of exchange narrowing. When the sampling rate is large the a pin only 
haa time to respond to an average value of the dipolar field and oonsequently 
the line width is reduoed. 
Bagguleyand Griffiths (1~8) performed a.s.r. on single o~stals of 
copper sulphate at 3.04 om, 1.23 cm and 0.85 em. Copper sulphate oon~'ins 
two magnetically inequivalent sites whioh requires the Zeeman term for ~. 
assembly of spins to be of the form I g1P HS 1 Z + I ~PHS2Z • Such a Zeeman 
term no longer commutes with the exohange term,allowing the exohange to 
influence it. Experimental evidence of this was found. At 0.85 em, along 
certain crystallographic directions, two lines from different sites were Just 
resolved. At the lower frequencies, where the separation between these l1nol 
.tll be les8, only one line was found. A knowledge of the expeoted line 
widths ahowed that the appearance of only one line was not d\le to a laok of' 
resolution. 
This behaviour was interpreted in terms of an oxchaneG frequenoy 
linking the two sites. When the two lines took their greatest expor1~ent&1 
separation, at 0.85 em, the exchange frequenoy was insuffioient to Average 
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the 11nes. At 1.23 cm, where the two lines were not qUito dlstlncuishnble. 
the frequenoy difference of the lines was of tho same order os tho exohnn£8 
r -1 requenoy end henoe gave it a nwnerical estimate of about 0.15 om • As 
expeoted, at the lowest frequenoy (3.~ om), a 5ingle narrowed line was found. 
A similar mechanism is proposed to explain the results found in 
CS3Cr2C~. However, before continuing, the feasibility of such lnterdimerl0 
exchange paths will be considered. The ohemist's eleotronegativity paramQter 
measures the ability of an atom to attraot an eleotron to itself. It a~, 
in one parameter, the general ohemioal behaviour of an atom. A differenoe 
in eleotronegatiVitles of greater than about 2 between two atoms favours ion 
formation. For Cs3Cr2C19 the relevant values are 
Cl 
2.85 
Cs 
0.85 
Cr 
1.55 
From these figures the Os - Cl bond is expected to be ionic, in fsot cesium 
ohloride is often used as a model of an ionio orystal. The degree of covalenoy 
predicted for the Cr - 01 bond leads to the intra dimerio exchAnee interaotions 
of 17°x. These considerations, in conjunction .,d.th the orystal struoture of 
figure 6.1, suggest that inter di~erio exohange paths are feasible, proceed1ng 
via two intermediate chlorine atoms. These inter dimerio exchange raths are 
expected to be considerably weaker than the intra dimerio paths. 
The model we now adopt is to eon~ider eaoh dimer to oonsist or two 
iona, a and b, surrounded by z nearest neighbour dirnors. Thb rMy be piotured 
as 
8. b a b 
o~----~, ~P~-----O 
01-----0" ~ 
8. b 
, ~ , , 
, 
" a b ~~ 
'p-. ___ -rr 
, 
~~ 
~ 
a b 
_ .. ----
exehanso 
ratha 
The central dimer is labelled by the veotor ~ and its nol~hbours e~neral11 
by rn + S. The assumption is made, from a consideration of the cl~st41 
-
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struoture, that exohange between dlmer~ only ocour~ between nelehbourlne iona 
with different alphabetioal labels, namely a with band b with a +q eto. 
' n n+q n n 
Before writing the Hamiltonian for the oomplete assembly of dimers some new 
operators are defined to simplify the caloulatlonst 
K =S -Sb 
-n -na -n 
(6.18) 
tosether with the projeotion operator PJ = IJ) <JI 
The Hamiltonian along the z direotion is then, 
+ )"" 4.H~a .~+q b) 
tarrs 
n+q n 
(6.19) 
where wo 1s the detecting quantum, ~ the intra dimerio exohange energy and 
4j the inter dlmer'io exchange energy. 
By use of equations 6.18 the contribution of inter dlmerio exchange 
to the Hamiltonian may be written 
H = '" J[J.J - K.J + J.K - !....-nK' +q~ L...J -n -n+q -n -n+q -n -n+q -" 
, n 
(6.20) 
The Hamiltonian is now trunoated to remove the high frequency transitions 
whioh we do not detect. The zero field splitting terms are already in a 
satisfaotory form since eaoh D term is evaluated on11 within ita own apin 
manifold. Terms between spin manifolds are not represented. Tbo oross 
terms in equation 6.20 can be omitted sinee they only produee transitions 
between manifolds wi th ~J = t1. Care DlUS t be exeroised with the las t term 
of equation 6.20 since, in part, it causes simultaneous up end down tran.ltlon. 
bet~~en different spin manifolds which do not oause a large energy chanso. 
This Dleans a term of the form 
L J L(PAPJt1 ).(PJ.l:1!Sn+qPJ) 
n,q J,J' 
pairs 
(6.21 ) 
must be retained. The total Hamiltonian can now be written as the sum or 
three terms. 
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(6.22 ) 
where 
)-(0 = I rw J + _ J(J + 1 )PJl 
n [o-nz 2 ~ 
Hi = ~ [ t DJPJ~zJ 
H2 = Lj[~·.:ln+q - I (PAtJ±1 ).(PJ±1~+qPJ)] 
",q J 
~irs 
Dr D. E. Dugdale has applied the analysis of Kubo and Tomita (19~) 
to the problem of predioting the observed speotrum from this Hamiltonian. 
Sinoe, at high temperatures, no fine struoture is observed Hi 15 treated as 
a perturbation on Hand H • Using this approaoh Dr Dugdale 11'8.5 able to 
o 2 
derive, for the observed line width of the high temperature resonanoe, 0, 
where 
when (81) III expC- 6/T) , 
Z 
< B2) = expC -36 IT) • 
Z 
(6.25 ) 
(B,> • efPC -6h/T) 
Z 
and Z at 1 + 'exp(-6/T) + 5exp(-3Ll/T) + 7exp(-6Ll/T) 
• 2~ D1 • zj 3D.!.( 8 (B1> + 40 (B2> + 112 <8,» + Dp3~9 (82) - D2.16 x '78 <B2~ 
.' 2 25 25 J 
• 
D2 • Zj2r3D2(8(B1'> + 40(82) + 112(8 .. ,» + D2(26 x 48(81) + 14 x 102(D,) rr .I 25 ,5.1 
- D1·16 :r. 18(B> - D3 .14 x 162(B1!)1 25 1 25 J/J 
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Once this r~sult is found,the angular dependenoe of the line width 1s fairlY 
readily obtd.na.ble. With the magnetio field at an angle 9 to s', the tam 
n~ becomes 
(6.26) 
which oan be written as 
niz(3c039 -1) + Dsin29(? + ?) _ 1>31n90080[(J J + J J ) + (J J. + J.J )] 
2 - + - -- +z z+ - •• -4 2 . 
(6.27) 
(6.28 ) 
The above considerations apply when there is strong exohange 
narrOwing of the spectrum, namely when ~~» 0 2• Onoe the apeotrw1 11 
resolved into distinot resonanoes the exchange interaotions betw~en dime~, 
should be trea.ted as a perturbation on Ho and Hi. A oonsideration of thb 
sitUation shows that the measured D term should be of the general form 
D = D (1 - A up(-J/T» max 
"here A is a constant and Dmax is the value of D1 at OOK, the te:.lper&tllre at 
"h1oh all the averaging mechanisms are ~switohed off'. The exponontial 
funotion prediots much faster changes in D with temperature than we 1n faot 
Observe. This is illustrated in figure 6.6 where a funotion ot this form 1. 
shown by the oontinuous line. 
As we shall shortly see, the strong averaging prediotions ,tart to 
break down when ~: ,... 1002• If we assume that the perturbation approlloh to 
~le weak averaging situation requires 0 2 ,... 10~2 bofore it is vali!, wo f1nd 
e 
- Oq. -
that this oondition will not be met until the te~perature i5 belo~ }ol. Thi. 
is just the temperature region where useful results are becomine unavailable 
because of the depopulation of the spin 1 levels into the diamagnetio Ground 
state. 
6.3.13 The Treatment of the High Temperature Results 
In order to oompare the strong averaging results with the experi~ontal 
behaviour, the D terms associated with the paramagnetio spin manifolds are 
required. The low temperature results of figure 6.6 allow the spin 1 D t~rm 
to be extrapolated to a value of 0.225 om-1 at OOK. Some unoertainty must 
exist over this value since the D term appears to be approximately linear in 
temperature below 50K, an unexpected result whioh we cannot prediot. 
The apin 2 D term has no crystal field contributions (o.r. 6.11). 
It oonsists of dipolar, Dd, and anisotropio exohange, DE' terms only. Tho 
anisotropio exchange oontribution is of the order (g - 2)2J which take. a 
maximum value of 0.008 cm-1• However, when the contribution of anisotropio 
exchange is calculated in detail (see, for example, Smith (1966) for y2+),it 
is often found to be much reduced from the estimate of (g - 2)2J. In ,iew or 
this D2 will be regarded as being wholly dipolar 1n origin. 
The dipolar term is given by, 
D i.Jt d • -=~~J 
r ij 
(6.:50 ) 
where r ij is the separation between the two paramagnetio ions. Dd t&kea a 
value of -0.056 cm-1 in the pre~ent case. However, in the presenoe of covalonoy, 
a fraction, f, of the total spin of each paramagnetio ion will be transrerrod 
to each ligand leaving a fraction (1 _ 6f) of 3pin at each metal ion. Th4 
dipolar interaotion must then be oaloulated by considering the interaotion 
between two sets of distributed dipole moments. This problem has been 
inv9stieated by Smith (1966) and the following results are obtained by arply1n& 
his treatment to the more oomplex georlletry of our oi tuation. 
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The Ha~tltonian for the dipolar interaotion is taken to have tho torm 
(6.,31) 
where F is a reduotion factor. The contributions to r arise from ~Qt~l 1on-
motal ion, metal ion-ligand and ligand-ligand interaotions. The ligani-lig&nd 
interaotions inolude tho situation when both metal ions transfer spi~ to the 
same ligand. This situation makes complex oontributions 'to F and is neeleoted 
at present. For the cr2C16'- anion the other oontributions to P give 
F = 1 - 9.93f + 29f2 (6.32) 
It is difficult to predict the contribution to F fro~ srin transfer 
to a oO~~on ligand from both chromium ions because the ~~ometr,y of the pair 
is not simple. For example, the Cr'+ _ Cl- _ Cr'+ angle is approximately 
72°. The oontribution to F will be in f2 and is not necessarily positl, •• 
Since the spin transfer fraction f is expeoted to be small, -1~, it is unllke17 
that the latter contributions will change the prediction that r is less than 
1, leading to a value for D2 of less than -O.O~ om-i. 
In section 6.4 some results are presented on dilute dimerio materials, 
which it was hoped would oontain the same anion. We will see that these 
chromium dimers give a spin 2 D value of -O.04~+ em-i. Such a value seems 
yer,y small when compared to the prediotions of the dipole model,but may set 
a lower limit on the possible value of D • 
2 
We now have evidence to suppose that D1 lies between 0.185 om-1 
and 0.223 om -1 and D2 between -0.084 om-1 and -0.04.3 om-i. :rurth~ru~ol-e,,,., 
suspect that D1 and D2 have values near, but not equal to, the largest 
available valuea in the above ranges. When D1 and D2 are kno"n,D,3 can be 
predioted from equation 6.9. Since a fairly comprehensive set of I1nowidtl\ 
meaaurements were obtained with the' magnetio field Blon~ tho x dlr~otion,& 
oomputer program was written to oaloulate the valuo of J by rearranging 
equation 6.28 and dividing by the observed line711dth. Thh oaloulnt\on .-as 
performed for eaoh temperature above 120K at which eXI'erilllental Nsults held 
THF ANGlJ~_AR DEPEf~DENCE OF THE LIN[~W IDTH 
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been taken. D1 and D2 nre iterated over tho valu"s dosoribe~ above. The 
st9ndard deviation in the .1 values was c~lculated fer eaoh pair or D ,alu~s, 
D1 and D2, and the smallest deviation found ter each value of D1• Thh £"''' 
D1 D2 D3 ~2 (2900K) e 
0.19 
-0.066 -0.109 1.85 
0.20 
-0.068 -0.115 2.18 
0.21 
-0.072 -0.119 2.66 
0.22 
-0.076 -0.125 3.26 
-1 -1 -1 -2 om om em em 
The expression tor the ansular dependenoe ot the line.i4th orf~r. a way ot 
choosing between these values. It we eonoorn oursol"s with the anisotropy 
predioted by equation 6.28 the only unkno,m in the exrreuion 11 ~.. The 
obllerved anhotrol'Y depends markedly on the ratio W/(e. Whon thia ra tio 11 
small,the anisotropy is least pronounoed. In vlow of thl., m~asuro~~nta ~re 
initially taken at Q band frequenoies,giving the results aho~n 1n fiture 6.7. 
Tho value of ~2 predicted by the l1neTlidth at eaoh anch ",as caloulated and 
e 
an average value ot 2.5 cm-2 found. This oomrares with the roolft te:nrerature 
1 66 -2 -1 Ya ue of 2. em predlote~ by the data with D1 • 0.21 om • 
As a further check on the efteotof tho miorowa,. ~unntum on tho 
linewldth,a turther experiment was earriel out at X band. As pl~llotod. tho 
linewidth alone the I direot1on was the ume as that cnouurod alons thil 
direotion at Q band. Vaine the value of ~o found fro~ the Q b~.d ~oa,urcm~nt •• 
tho predioted aneular del,cndonco ot tho l1nowldth is ehown in r1turo 6.7, 
tOtothor with th8 IlIeaaured anisotropy. 'I'he tlxrer1ml'lnt41 a£reemont with tho 
ani.otropy prediotions 1s eeen to be 8004. 
Wft now adopt the vduea 
D -1 -1 -1 -, 1 • 0.21 om D2 • -0.072 om DJ • -0.1'9 o~ J • 0.16' o. 
in order to' oonsider the absolute telllrorltotUl'O 4trtlnJer.oo ot t.1I" l1f1odd t.h. 
This value of .1 glvu ~! . 2.45 oat2 anl 1r;1rroYl. tho tlt .11r.htly in th. 
retion ot minimum lin.widt.h. Ev41uaUne oq\l"Uon G.2ll by u.o ot th ... 
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parameters gives the fit ShOVlll in figure 6.8. The f1 t is seen to be leu 
COO4 at tho very low temperatures beoause the perturbation condition 1& 
breaking down. In this region, the detected linewidth is becomine the sum ot 
two broad resonanoes oentred at different fields, making the measured llne~ldth 
leu meaningful. ,iAt high temperatures,the linewidth is somewhat und&resti.Atol. 
poaa1ble beca~se dipolar interactions between neighbouring diulers hue been 
~ 2 2 Moaected and also beoause the relative magnitudes of a and ~e do not difter 
aa much as they do at intermediate temperatures. Overall the fit is oonsidered 
to be good for a one parameter theory. The error bars in figure 6.8 allow 
tor a measuring error of ;l;5~~ in the linewidth since, partioularly at the lower 
temperatures, it was not alVlays possible to maintain the temperature for lona 
enough to take several measurements. 
6.3.14. The Vanadium and TUanium Dimers 
Cs,V2C19 and Cs,Ti2C19 were gro~n by similar methods to Cs,Cr2C19• 
8ince these crystals are isomorphous,a simple pioture prediots the exoh&n!. 
i.n.teraCtions wi thin the different dimers will be of the "amo order. Howeur, 
table 6.1 shows that the orbital radii differ for these ions,leading to o.erlap 
with the ligand ions, S, going as S( Ti3+) > S(v3+) > s(Cr3+). 
T.ABLF: 6.1 
Ion Spin Z (r-3> <i> 
Tl3+ 1/2 22 2.552 1.893 V" 1 23 3.217 1.6l..' 
Cr'+ 3/2 24- 3.959 1.447 
a.u. &.u. 
'1'be auaOeptibil1ty results bear this out. These orystals "t-re lnn,Ueatea 
town to helium temperatures. 
~}l~ 
No resonanoes wore ob~erved in the vanadium orystala. nl0 largd 
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D term of a aingle vanadium ion in an axiol .ito immodlatoly .ut~oJta th4 
roason for this. For two exohango ooupled spin 1 ions; 
S 
1 
2 1 6/7 
Thul the D term for both the apin 1 and .pin 2 ~nlrol~a lnolua~. 1art' 
crystal fl01d contributions. These D terms are preaUWlbly too 14r£o to W 
a~era&ed out. The stron! D term defines the axis ot ~u4ntl.atlon ~n~ .1no. 
lpH « D, mixing off axis is amall. The 11) .... 1-1) trans! ticn of V}+ 1n Q 
- Al20, has been observed on axla,witb the r.t. fle14 pAr611.1 to ".boCAU" 
or an E term attributed to strains in the crystal. This was attompto~ with 
the n..nadlum d1lllers but no rescnsnoes wore detocted. EYon if luoh .... k 
resonanoes were present they would probably be oxtrtlc;oly diffioult to lS.toot 
beoause ot the broadenin! meohani.ms rreaent in those orystal •• 
At all temperatures the titanlu~ orystal •• hOW$d four rosonanco. 
around S • 2. Sinoe the •• lines .howed no chantas 1n lntonlity .1th 
tnrerature they were pursued no further. Those lin .. r:.Ay ho,n b''''n due to 
the unknown contaminant whioh dominated the aUloertitJll1ty I"ooult. or SAl1lAnt 
and Ylontworth. 
On oooling the orystall bolo. nitroeon te=l~rftturo •• a ,ory bro.~ 
re'OMnoe was tound At about 1} kllotauu .. hon tho clAtHOUO t10U ""u ccn.!4el-tl 
to b. perpendioular to~. Thh 11no WAI not roun4 unUl tho telfll'dl'4lur. N. 
bolo. about 600 K, pruUIIl4bly boooulO ot fait , .. lultion. ty 'nrox1rA4toly 
20
0
x tho 11no oou14 no loneer be d.t.oho1. Thh bohnlo\lr ,ua-,ta th4t the 
11ne belonts to tho apin 1 lI'o4n1to14 or oxch6ne~ oourl~~ t1 t.nl~ S'dro. n\. 
exohaneo intoraction 1. antlrerromA&notl0 .~th .. J vIluo rro~Ably lyln! 1n 
the ronte 150 - 2500X. 
W. u. in uction 6.}J. U14t Ut..Anlu:l)}+ 10nl cnn hue oHhor an 
iaotropl0 or a hlth1y &nhotrorl0 ,; ton.or. It '"' aU\j:t.<) uoh 10n hI'" An 
I 
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isotropic g tensor with a g value around 2 the dimer~ should give rise to 
a spin 1 system with g approximately equal to 2. Taking the paramagnetio 
sites as axlal,wlth ~ as the axis of distortion, the transitions in such a 
system, with the magnetic field along x, occur when 
Taking hv = 0.33 cm-1 and g p H = 1.3 om-1 (H = 13 kg), gives D as 4.75 om-1• 
The spin 1 D term arising from two spin t ions will be the sum of dipolar and 
anisotropio exchange terms only. However, since the exchange interaotion 1s 
larga, such a D value arising through anisotropio exchange 1s feasible. Laok 
of time preoluded further investigations on those crystals but measurements 
at Q band are planned for the futuro to test the above speculations. 
6~ Dilute Dimeric Complexes 
The susceptibility reo\lults of Sa1l1ant and Wentworth and of Earnllhaw 
and Lewis (1961) included measurements on systems in which the cesium atoms 
ot the CS3M2C19 compowlds wer~ replaced by alkylammonium cations. They found 
that tho Curie-Weiss constants depended upon the nature of the cation and 
concluded that magnetic dilution was more nearly approaohed in these orystals. 
In faot, Earnshaw and Lewis were able to fit tbeir results for {Et4N)3Cr2C19 
(Et = C2H5) to Kambe's expression and found J- 2.5
0K. In vie" of this, and 
d~sPite there being no X ray data, crystals of (Et4N)3M2C19 (U • Cr, V) and 
[en - C4H9)4N]3cr2C19 were grown in the hope that the M2Cl/- anion would be 
preserved from the cesium orystals. 
The tetraethylammonium salts were grown from thionyl ohlorido. 
Stoichiometrio quantities of ohromium ohloride and totraethyla~~onlum chloride 
were weighed and a :small exce:s:s or the latter chloride added. This mixture 
was added to thionyl chloride and boiled to inorease solub1lity. It was then 
Oooled very slowly in an electrothermal bath. Crystals oontaining TanA~ium 
were grown Similarly except tho. t the mixture was not boiled. Cood singb 
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crystals of both samples were obtained. Attempts to grow the tetrabutyl 
salts following the general method e;iven by Saillant and. V:entworth failed to 
produoe good single orystals. 
The orystals of (Et4N)3Cr2Cl9 grew as 8~all blue needles. They 
were fragile and highly deliquesoent. The most satisfaotory way of handling 
thOlu was to transfer them to liquid paraffin from the thionyl chloride just 
prior to use. The liquid paraffin served to exolude water while the cr,ystals 
were being cooled below 2730K. 
n16 e.p.r. spectrum was initially investieated at X band and liquid 
nitrogen temperatures. On axis six strong resonanoes were observed, four ot 
which could be attributed to a spin 2 system. The intensity of the romaining 
two resonanoes varied from grO\Tth to growth suggesting an impurity centre. 
Ofr axis the spin 2 lines appeared to split. Initially an attempt was made 
to inolude a spin,} system with the sama D valuo as the spin 2 system. The 
inner four transitions of such a spin 3 systel'll would be ooinoident with the 
spin 2 linos along the 0 axis, and sho'.'l spli tUngs oft axis of the right 
magnitude. However, no evidence was found for tho outer transitions Ot3>-l t 2» 
whioh should have been observed. 
To ensure that tho splittings were not due to strains from mounting 
the sample on the cavity ~ll with vaouum grease,a crystal was plaoed in a 
thin quartz tube which was then attaoh~d to the c6vity; th~ splittings 
persisted. Since the speotrua was found to show no splitting near room 
tempere.ture,a nitrogen flow e:cperiment WIlS ca.rried out to allow investigations 
over a range of temperatures. This experiment showed that the splitting 
appeared reversibly betwaan 177°K and 171 oK. Spoctra taken offaxls,either 
aide of this transition tomporature,ars 3hown 1n ficure 6.9. The intensity 
of eaoh spilt component is halt that or the unsplit line, showing thore Are 
two equally populated magn~tlca.lly inoqu1valent sitos. Sinoo tho apllttlngs 
are not deteotable along the c direotion or in th l3 0 plano, th\) s1 to iMqu1valonof) 
would seelu to be due to a sruall tllt1ns of the Co.SMtiO axos with respoot to 
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the crystallographic 0 axis. 
A."'1 angular variation "laS performed at Q band with the oavity in a 
cold stream of nitrogen gas to preserve the orystal. The field positions 
of the lines were fitted by the spin Hamiltonian 
H = gil H coses + g nH sineS +D(S2 - lS(S + 1)) 
s.t-' Z lot-' X X ' 
where the z direction corresponds to the orystallographio c axis. It was 
found that 
g = 1.984-II 8,L ,= 1.980 
-1 
D = 0.0434 om 
These parameters give the fit shown in figure 6.10. Onoe again the parameter 
D is not truly representative sinoe the line separations appear to change, 
albeit slightly, with temperature. 
Intensity measurements were made as a funotion of temperature with 
the magnetio field along the 0 axis. The prooedure used was the same as that 
desoribed in seotion 6.3.11. A single ion ohromium resonanoe in ruby was 
used as a reference. The relative intensity of a~M = ~1 transition within 
s 
a spin 2 manifold is proportional to 
cxp (-3J!T) 
1 + 3exp (-J!T) + 5exp (-3J/T) + 7exp (-6J/T) 
This expression is shown fitted to the experimental data in figure 6.11 with 
the best fit corresponding to J = 200K. It was often not possible to record 
the speotrumseveral times at each temperature,but since four spin 2 resonances 
were present,some averaging of the results was possible. The measurements 
give a value for J that is acourate to ~2oK. 
The absenoe of S = 1 and S = 3 transitions is unfortunate yet 
interesting. A mechanism to broaden them beyoni resolution must be found. 
Broadening by fast relaxation will not explain thi3. Equation 6.11 shows 
that,for the spin 2 manifold'~8 = O,implying that there is no crystal field 
contribution to the D term. This is not the case for the spin 1 and spin 3 
manifolds. There soems to be a possible souroe of broadening arising from 
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the crystal field. Local variations in the crystal field are a possibility 
and certainly the phase change ooourring in these crystals suggests strong 
crystal field effects are present. 
Sinoe the spin 2 D term in (Et4N)3Cr2Cl9 is somewhat smaller than 
we had hoped, and sinoe transitions in the spin 1 and spin 3 manifolds were 
not resolved, crystals of (pr4N)3Cr2Cl9 (Pr = C3H?) were prepared. The crystals 
were grown by the same method used for (Et4N)3Cr2C19. Large, dark blue, 
plate-like crystals were quickly formed. Preliminary investigations using 
a nitrogen flow system indicated a spin 2 speotr~~ with a D term of about 
-1 O.~ cm • Onoe again the r~sonanoe lines appeared split,suggesting a phase 
change. Additional resonanoes were found in these crysta13 whioh, although 
not appearing to belong to spin 1 o~ spin 3, will be interesting to follow 
up at a later date. 
The behaviour of (Et4!!.l~~ 
No paramagnetio behaviour attributable to pairs was found in these 
orystals. The arguments of seotion 6.3.4 conoerning the size of the D terms 
again hold. Furthermore,the crystal field can contribute to the D term of 
eaoh spin state of the pair,allowing the broadening meohanisms found in 
(Et4N)3Cr2C19 to be operative on all resonances. 
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